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Abstract
This thesis provides an overview of the research that was done along the three years of
the Ph.D. studies in the field of motion and disparity estimations. Concerning the motion
estimation, a new parallel algorithm, which is suitable for a GPU based implementation,
and a novel matching criterion based on a cross correlation based on binarized input are
proposed. The combination of these techniques significantly reduces the computational
cost while maintaining comparable results with respect to a standard recursive search
method. On the topic of disparity estimation, a semi-automatic processing to align the
disparity edges with the object borders is presented. This takes advantage of a possible
user interaction which is used to mark the wrongly estimated disparity jumps. This in-
formation is then integrated in the estimation process by means of a feedback loop in the
smoothness constraint of the algorithm. The support of an active system for the purpose
of geometry estimation is evaluated as well. Specifically the problem of a Time-of-Flight
camera depth map super-resolution guided from a single or multiple color cameras is ad-
dressed. A considerable gain is achieved with respect to state of the art methods, in
particular with an increasing level of noise. In the second part of the thesis the motion
and disparity estimation problem is jointly formulated. A method that tries to solve the
aperture problem and to obtain a more robust estimation by loosely coupling a set of
independent estimations is proposed. Specifically, the different estimations are processed
in a hierarchical fashion and between every iteration a consistency between the resulting
displacements is calculated. This is used as a quality measurement and integrated in the
following iteration processing. Numerical results show the effectiveness of this approach.
Eventually the techniques that have been developed are employed in a possible application
scenario, i.e., the 3D reconstruction based on dense correspondence estimation. In par-
ticular we show how the combination of a block based recursive search algorithm with a
subsequent optical flow method permits to obtain an accurate estimation and consequently
a very precise reconstruction.

Sommario
Questa tesi fornisce una visione d’insieme della ricerca effettuata durante i tre anni
di dottorato nell’ambito della stima del moto e disparita`. Per la stima del moto si pro-
pone un nuovo algoritmo adatto per un’implementazione su GPU ed un criterio di stima
delle corrispondenze che calcola la correlazione in una sequenza precedentemente binariz-
zata. La combinazione di queste tecniche permette una significativa riduzione del costo
computazionale ottenendo comunque risultati comparabili con un algoritmo ordinario di
ricerca ricorsiva. Per la stima della disparita` si propone invece un processamento semi-
automatico per allineare i bordi della disparita` con quelli degli oggetti. In particolare
questo metodo usa una possibile iterazione con l’utente per definire le regioni non stimate
correttamente. Questa informazione e` poi integrata nell’algoritmo tramite un feedback nel
vincolo di smoothness. Inoltre si e` anche considerato il possibile supporto di un sistema
attivo, piu` precisamente ci si e` concentrati sull’aumento di risoluzione della depth map di
una camera a tempo-di-volo guidato da una o piu` camere a colori. I risultati dimostrano
un notevole guadagno rispetto all’attuale stato dell’arte, in particolar modo in caso di un
alto livello di rumore. Nella seconda parte della tesi viene formulato in modo congiunto il
problema della stima del moto e disparita`. A questo riguardo viene proposto un metodo
che cerca di risolvere il problema dell’apertura e di ottenere conseguentemente una stima
piu` robusta mediante un accoppiamento lasco tra un insieme di stime indipendenti. Piu`
precisamente le differenti stime vengono effettuate tramite un procedimento gerarchico
e tra ogni iterazione viene calcolata la consistenza dei risultati. Questa rappresenta una
stima della qualita` ed e` quindi integrata nella successiva iterazione permettendo un miglio-
ramento dei risultati ottenuti. Infine le tecniche sviluppate precedentemente sono state
applicate alla ricostruzione tridimensionale. In particolar modo viene mostrato come la
combinazione di un algoritmo di ricerca ricorsiva con un metodo basato sull’optical flow
permetta una stima densa e precisa e conseguentemente un’accurata ricostruzione.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the recent years there has been considerable interest in the estimation of a scene ge-
ometry and the related objects motion. The estimation of the motion in an image sequence
has been widely used in many techniques. Frame rate conversion, video compression, tem-
poral noise reduction or temporal super-resolution correspond to only a minor part in a
large set of applications. This heterogeneity led to the development of specific algorithms
for different applications. Indeed in a video compression application, where the aim is to
minimize the number of bits sent, the estimated vectors may also not correspond to the
real motion of the objects. Vice versa in a frame rate conversion the true motion vectors
are necessary to avoid the presence of artifacts and it should be considered that a simple
brute force minimization of a matching criteria may not fulfill this constrain.
In the field of geometry estimation the stereo vision system has been extensively in-
vestigated for the last few decades. The aim is to detect the correspondences in a stereo
image pair based on the assumption that the projection of a patch of the scene into the
two cameras is similar. This is a problem that, despite to the copious effort spent by the
researchers, has not been solved completely. In fact the underlying assumption may not
be satisfied, e.g., in presence of non-Lambertian surfaces and occlusions, or, as for the real
motion estimation, the similarity measurement may not derive the correct displacement,
e.g., in case of different light conditions or texture-less regions.
Other possible approaches for the reconstruction of the scene geometry are formed by
the class of active systems. These methods actively interact with the scene and are, in
general, more robust than a stereo system. Moreover the combination of active and passive
techniques have been recently investigated. In particular one of the most investigated
topics is the combination of the Time-of-Flight range cameras with stereo vision systems,
due to their complementary features.
Recently a large number of researchers started to consider the possibility to combine the
recovering of the scene geometry with the associated objects motion. Indeed to improve
the quality of the resulting 3D motion estimation in a stereo sequence it is important
to couple the different estimations. This joint representation of motion and geometry is
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then suitable for many applications in the field of computer vision, as for example the 3D
reconstruction or the integration of view synthesis with frame rate conversion. Moreover
even biomedical and automotive applications are possible.
This thesis wants to provide an overview of the research that has been done along
the three years of the Ph.D. studies. In this period the problems of motion and disparity
estimations were investigated. Initially the two estimations were investigated separately
and then a joint formulation of the problem was derived. Moreover, in the purpose of
geometry estimation, the support of a Time-of-Flight camera was also considered. Even-
tually the application of 3D reconstruction was used to show the quality of the obtained
results. Specifically the thesis is organized as follows.
• In Chapter 2 we consider the motion estimation problem. In order to satisfy the
demand of a faster approach we propose two modifications to the standard block
based recursive search [1] that is typically implemented in actual consumer displays.
The first contribution is related to a new matching criterion. This is a cross corre-
lation between frames which are binarized in advance. Thanks to this solution the
computational cost can be significantly reduced while an objective evaluation shows
that we are able to obtain comparable results with respect to the standard recursive
search method. A new parallel implementation that avoids the spatial recursion
inside the estimation is also introduced. In particular the combination of the two
contributions permits to obtain a fast algorithm suitable for a GPU implementation.
• In Chapter 3 we consider the disparity estimation problem. We propose an im-
provement of the Simple Tree stereo algorithm [2] based on a possible oﬄine user
interaction. In particular we analyze the algorithm highlighting the related weakness
and in this context we formulate our contribution. Thanks to the a-priori knowl-
edge of the user marks we apply a directional blurring along the object borders to
facilitate a subsequent border detection. This is performed by means of an image
binarization that combines the luminance and chrominance information. Finally the
disparity edges are aligned to the object borders thanks to a feedback loop in the
smoothness cost of the algorithm.
• In Chapter 4 we consider the possibility of an active system support in the field of
geometry estimation. Specifically we use a Time-of-Flight range camera due to its
complementary features with respect to the stereo vision system. For this purpose
an algorithm for the super-resolution of a Time-of-Flight depth map driven by a
high resolution RGB camera is presented. This is firstly developed in a controlled
scenario which is then used to compare the proposed algorithm with state of the art
methods. An objective evaluation proves the quality of the obtained results. In the
second part of this Chapter the algorithm is adapted to a real data set. In particular
the super-resolution is performed in an iterative fashion in order to obtain a scalable
3and robust approach. This permits to achieve an accurate and high resolution depth
map.
• In Chapter 5 the joint formulation of the motion and disparity estimations in a
stereo sequence is considered. We introduce the concept of round trip check as a
measure of the estimations quality. This is then used to loosely couple a set of
independent estimations, constituted by state of the art of the block based recursive
search methods, modifying their implicit smoothness constraint. The effectiveness
of the proposed solution, which aims to solve the aperture problem and to obtain
a more robust estimation, is proved with an objective evaluation on two different
datasets.
• In Chapter 6 we propose a possible practical application of the algorithm developed
in Chapter 5. We provide an overview on how a dense estimation can support
a 3D reconstruction method. In particular the work presented is the outcome of
a collaboration with the Technical University of Dortmund (TUDo) and with the
German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) of Kaiserslauten. In the
first part we show how the combination of the algorithm developed in Chapter 5 with
the optical flow of TUDo outperforms the single estimations. This combination can
be used to obtain a dense and accurate 3D reconstruction even from a single pair of
images. Then the evolution of the system to multiple cameras is explained. We also
compare the resulting reconstruction with the state of the art methods. Eventually
we consider an initial integration of the super-resolution algorithm developed in
Chapter 4 into the 3D reconstruction framework.
• In Chapter 7 we conclude the thesis with a summary of the main findings.

Chapter 2
Real motion estimation
2.1 Introduction
Motion estimation (ME) is a fundamental problem in image sequences processing.
Many techniques, e.g., temporal noise reduction, temporal super-resolution and frame rate
conversion, are based on a ME algorithm which calculates a motion vector field (MVF).
Various approaches are available in literature but in general ME can be modeled as a selec-
tion of weighted error criteria. These are usually a combination of correlation methods with
smoothness constraints. The main approaches can be divided into optical flow (OF) [3–5],
phase correlation (PC) [6–9] and block based methods with recursive search (RS) [1,10–15].
OF approaches try to solve the ill-posed problem of finding a two component vector as a
solution of a single differential equation imposing additional constraints. In particular the
methods of Horn & Schunck [3] and Lucas & Kanade [4] solve the OF equation with a
global and a local optimization, respectively. Unfortunately OF methods are not suitable
for large displacements that are common in high definition content, and real time imple-
mentations are only available on standard definition resolution [5]. PC methods compute
the shift between two image blocks by means of a linear phase term in the Fourier do-
main [7]. This corresponds to the normalized cross-correlation in the spatial domain and
the associated peak provides the relative shift. The results are also not strongly affected
by the presence of noise or luminance changes in the scene [6] but PC has the drawback
that the block size has to be double of the largest movement that can be measured [8].
Indeed the Fourier transformation supposes an infinite periodic signal which is not true
in case of an image region of interest (ROI). Due to its constraints the PC is commonly
used to select an initial set of candidates for a subsequent RS algorithm. This allows to
keep the update range low and to obtain a less noisy estimation that admits large dis-
placements [8]. Block based RS motion estimations are typically implemented in actual
consumer displays. These methods perform a recursive flow calculation. They compute
the vector related to the actual block position minimizing a similarity function, usually
the sum of absolute differences (SAD) in combination with different smoothness constraint
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penalties, of a small set of candidate vectors based on spatio-temporal predictions. The
motion changes are then located by means of a random set of updates applied to the can-
didates. The choices of the predictors, the updates range and the associated penalties can
be seen as an implicit smoothness constraint integrated into the algorithm, e.g., a larger
update scale may track larger flow variations or provide a faster convergence but has the
drawback of a noisier vector flow estimation. While for the actual consumer displays the
real time implementation of the RS can be considered solved by means of the hardware
implementation, this is not true for a software based implementation. Different scanning
techniques as in [15] have been considered to introduce a parallelism in the estimation and
to exploit the multi-core processing of the modern CPU and GPU. In this Chapter we
describe two novel methods to reduce the computational cost in a block based RS motion
estimation. The first contribution combines the RS and PC approaches in the spatial
domain by using a cross correlation (CC) as a matching criteria. This does not only solve
the problem of the large block size selection of the PC but has the advantage that the
size of the block to match and the search area can be different. In addition the computa-
tional complexity is kept low by means of an image binarization on which the CC can be
implemented efficiently. The second contribution proposes to avoid the spatial recursion
inside the RS scheme and to exploit only the temporal one. This allows a fully parallel
estimation which can take advantage of the multi-core processing of a GPU. Moreover
the combination of the two methods permits an improvement on the results as well as a
reduction of the convergence time of the estimation without increasing the computational
cost.
In particular in Section 2.2 we firstly revise the standard block based RS method. In
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 we respectively describe the CC on binarized images and how this
can be integrated in a RS approach. We present the parallel estimation in Section 2.5 and
a overview of the experimental results in Section 2.6. Eventually in Section 2.7 we draw
some conclusions.
The methods presented in this chapter were applied for two patents in [16, 17]. Further-
more, parts of the work presented here were published in [14].
2.2 Recursive search true motion estimation
A block based RS motion estimation algorithm follows the framework shown in Figure
2.1. The image is partitioned into non-overlapping regions, called blocks. For every block
a recursive assignment of vectors which minimize the combination of a similarity function
with different smoothness constraint penalties is performed. Depending on the block
scanning technique, different blocks may already possess a motion vector which refers to
the current frame and iteration, while for other blocks this is not yet calculated. This
is shown in Figure 2.2(a) in which the arrow describes the scanning order. The current
block for which the motion vector (MV) has to be calculated is in white and the dark
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Figure 2.1: Block base RS framework: the image is subdivided in non-overlapping blocks
and for every patch, depending on the scanning technique, a set predictors is selected. Each
of these provides a MV value that is randomly updated with Gaussian distribution [13]
forming a final set of candidates. Eventually the final MV for the current block is selected
among this set minimizing a predefined cost function. The operation is recursively repeated
for all the blocks in the frame.
or light gray are respectively the blocks for which the MV has already been or not been
calculated for this frame and iteration. The dark gray blocks are usually referred as spatial
predictors whereas the light gray as temporal predictors. Both the predictor types are used
to permit the convergence to the correct MV for the current block. This recursion method
is supported by the following assumptions [11]:
1. The block size is smaller than the size of an object.
2. The moving objects have spatial consistency.
3. The moving objects have inertia.
The first two assumptions validate the predictors recursion inside the estimation, the third
supports the presence of the temporal predictor. Moreover due to the spatial consistency
only a sub-set of the spatio-temporal predictors is necessary for convergence. Then the
predictor scheme shown in Figure 2.2(b) is generally used. In the SAD based approach
a random update with Gaussian distribution [13] is added to every predictor forming the
final candidates (cx, cy), see Figure 2.3. This permits to locate motion changes inside the
frame and between consecutive frames. Eventually the motion vector (Vx, Vy) is computed
minimizing over the complete candidates set the combination of the SAD value with
different smoothness constraint penalties
(Vx, Vy) = arg min
(cx,cy)
SAD(cx, cy) + P (cx, cy), (2.1)
where
SAD(cx, cy) =
N−1∑
i=0
M−1∑
j=0
|I(i, j, t)− I(cx + i, cy + j, t+ 1)|. (2.2)
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(a)
SP1
SP2
TP1
C
(b)
Figure 2.2: Predictor selection: (a) Recursion through all blocks in the vector field with the
zig-zag scan. Every block can be classified as spatial predictor or temporal predictor. The
first ones, in dark gray, have already a MV that refers to the current frame and iteration
whereas the latter ones, in light gray, have a MV that belongs to a previous frame or
iteration. (b) Based on the assumption that moving objects have spatial consistency only
a subset of the predictors is necessary. This is the case of the classical RS predictor scheme
with two spatial and one temporal predictors.
Usually a different set of penalties is considered depending on the candidate typology [1]:
PSpatial < PTemporal < PUpdate. (2.3)
This is used to favour the spatial predictors over temporal ones. Indeed the first ones refer
to the current frame whereas the latter ones to a previous estimation. Moreover also the
vectors related to the updates are penalized more to avoid a noisy MVF estimation and
to be less affected by periodic patterns.
2.3 Binarized cross correlation
PC methods have several advantages. They provide a sub-pel estimation accuracy,
they are quite robust to noise and illumination changes and the match is performed in
the frequency domain with a point by point multiplication. Unfortunately the Fourier
Transform introduces some spatial constraints. The same block size has to be used for the
reference and the target blocks and the signal is supposed to be infinite and periodic. In
fact the match in the frequency domain correspond to a circular-shift in the spatial domain.
For this reason the largest reliable vector that can be measured correspond to half size
of the block. In this case already half matched samples are invalidated from the samples
at the other side of the block. Then PC methods can estimate reliable MVs only when
objects are greater than their movement. This is not true in case of small moving objects
in the scene and therefore a selection between the maximum measurable movement and
the vector accuracy has to be chosen. This issue can be overcome by means of a CC. The
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(b)
Figure 2.3: Update star in the block based RS with SAD matching criteria: (a) the spatial
and temporal predictors of the current block, C, are selected. (b) In the SAD based match
a random update with Gaussian distribution is added to the vector value of the predictors
forming a set of final candidates.
advantages of the spatial domain are evident. The signal is not required to be infinite and
periodic and the matching is then not impaired by circularly repeated samples. Moreover
the reference block size and the search range in the target frame are now independent
since it is possible to match a small window into a larger area. The disadvantage of the
CC refers to the higher computational cost. A possible solution to reduce this effort is
to apply the CC on binarized images. There are several techniques to binarize images.
The method chosen in this thesis is a moving average window thresholding since it is not
so much affected by blur of moving edges and by illumination changes. For every pixel
position on the image the mean intensity value is calculated in a surrounding window:
m(x, y) =
1
(2w + 1)2
w∑
i=−w
w∑
j=−w
I(x+ i, y + j). (2.4)
Then the binarized image is computed by comparing the pixel intensity value against the
mean calculated in (2.4):
B(x, y) =
{
0 if I(x, y) < m(x, y)
1 if I(x, y) ≥ m(x, y). (2.5)
The result of the binarization process is shown in Figure 2.4. In particular Figure 2.4(a)
shows the reference image in gray-scale value of the Grove2 sequence from the Middlebury
database [18] and Figure 2.4(b) shows the corresponding binarized image. The binarized
cross correlation (BCC) method is summarized in Figure 2.5. In this figure a ROI from
the binarized reference, a ROI from the binarized target frame of the Grove2 sequence
and the corresponding binarized correlation are shown. The red block of Figure 2.5(a)
is searched in the red window of Figure 2.5(b). For every possible shift (sx, sy) over a
predefined set (Sx, Sy) a binarized block difference (BBD) is calculated:
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Image binarization: (a) Original reference frame in gray-scale, (b) Binarized
reference frame with a 5× 5 moving average threshold.
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Figure 2.5: Binarized cross correlation matching: (a) ROI of the reference binarized image,
the area inside the red rectangle correspond to the block to match, (b) ROI of the target
binarized image, the area inside the red rectangle correspond to the search area and (c)
Results of the binarized cross correlation, the offset between the peak and the center of
the correlation surface is the selected vector.
BBD(sx, sy) =
N−1∑
i=0
N−1∑
j=0
B(i, j, t)⊕B(sx + i, sy + j, t+ 1). (2.6)
This can be efficiently implemented with a sum of N2 XOR operations, where N is the
considered block size, between the binarized values of the reference block B(i, j, t) and the
binarized values of the target block B(sx + i, sy + j, t+ 1) shifted by the (sx, sy) position.
Then the vector (Vx, Vy), see Figure 2.5(c), is chosen selecting the shifting set (sx, sy) that
maximizes value of BBD(sx, sy):
(Vx, Vy) = arg max
(sx,sy)
BBD(sx, sy). (2.7)
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2.4 Recursive search real motion estimation based on bina-
rized cross correlation
The RS method and the BCC described in the previous Section can be combined as
it is shown in Figure 2.6. In particular we propose a method that follows the recursion
Figure 2.6: Block base RS framework with BCC as matching criterion: the image is in
advance binarized and the update is substituted by a BCC.
predictor scheme already represented in Figure 2.2(b) but it applies to every predictor
position the BCC presented in Section 2.3. Figure 2.7(b) shows in dark and light gray the
areas that are now considered with this new matching criteria. It is possible to notice how a
larger number of possible candidates can be tested but, thanks to the binary matching, the
computational cost is even reduced. After the complete scanning a correlation surface, as
the one shown in Figure 2.5(c), is computed for every predictor. Every point of this surface
corresponds to a similarity measure between the different shifts in the target area and the
reference block. For every predictor the shift that maximizes the BBD is considered (2.7)
and the offset between the peak and the center of the correlation surface is the selected
SP1
SP2
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C
Frame T-1 
(a)
SP1
SP2
TP1
C
Frame T-1 
(b)
Figure 2.7: Comparison between SAD and BBD matching in RS: (a) In the SAD based
match a random update with Gaussian distribution is added to the vector value of the
predictors forming a set of final candidates. (b) In the BBD based match a BCC is
performed for every predictor.
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update that has to be added to the vector predictor. Eventually the combination of the
predictor vector (VPx, VPy) with the previously selected update that maximize the BBD
is chosen as final MV:
(Vx, Vy) = arg max
(VPx+sx,VPy+sy)
BBD(VPx + sx, VPy + sy). (2.8)
2.5 Parallel motion estimation - MePar
Due to the intra-frame recursion the RS algorithm can not be implemented efficiently
in software. In fact the vector estimation for the current block relies on the already
estimated blocks, which depends on the scanning technique. Then, in order to have a fully
parallel algorithm, the spatial recursion has to be omitted and only MVs from the previous
frame have to be considered. In this way all the blocks can be iterated independently and
at the same time. Since no assumptions on the MVF can be done in advance and all
the predictors belongs to the previous estimation we opted for the symmetrical predictor
CTP3
TP1
TP2 TP4
TP5
Frame T 
(a)
CTP3
TP1
TP2 TP4
TP5
Frame T 
(b)
Figure 2.8: Predictor selection: (a) Predictor scheme in the proposed solution, since no
intra-frame recursion is used, all the predictors have a MV that belongs to a previous
frame or iteration, light gray. (b) Example of possible motion vectors.
scheme shown in Figure 2.8. Then the procedure follows the standard RS approach. A
random update star is added to every predictor forming the final candidates set shown in
Figure 2.9(a). From this set the most reliable MV is selected minimizing the SAD based
similarity function (2.1). Due to the lack of intra-frame recursion the convergence time
of the estimation clearly increases. To reduce this issue a higher number of predictors or
updates may be considered. This has the drawback of an increased computational cost. In
order to obtain a larger number of candidates while keeping a comparable computational
cost (see Figure 2.9 and Table 2.2) we opted again for the BBD as matching criteria. Then
the frame is in advance binarized (2.5) with a local moving average (2.4) and the final MV
for each block is selected maximizing the BBD of equation (2.8). Eventually, in order to
exploit the temporal consistency, at the end of each frame a vector projection of the MVF
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Figure 2.9: Comparison between SAD and BBD matching: the temporal predictors of
the current block, C, are selected. (a) In the SAD based match a random update with
Gaussian distribution is added to the vector value of the predictors forming a set of final
candidates. (b) In the BBD based match a BCC is performed for every predictor.
is computed. In this way an initial estimation for the subsequent frame becomes available
increasing the convergence speed.
2.6 Experimental results
In our experiments we compared the RS approach against our parallel ME and for
both the estimators the two different matching criteria, based on SAD or BBD match,
were also considered. In all the cases an 8 × 8 block size was adopted. Moreover, for
both the SAD based estimations a totality of five updates per predictor and the predictor
itself were evaluated as possible candidates. For the RS ME based on BCC a shift of ±3
pixels in x direction and ±1 pixels in y direction were considered, while for the parallel
ME based on BCC a shift of ±4 pixels in x direction and ±2 pixels in y direction were
adopted. Then a search window of 7 × 3 and 9 × 5 pixels, respectively were used. In
particular the larger searching window for the parallel implementation was necessary to
overcome the lack of the intra-frame recursion. The test was made on the Middlebury
database [18] which provides a set of different sequences. In particular, except for the
Dimetrodon sequence which is formed by only two frames, all the others are formed by
a totality of eight frames and with an available ground truth MVF related to the forth
frame. An objective evaluation is then possible. This is measured with two different
metrics: the angular error (AE) and the absolute flow endpoint error (EE) [18]. The AE
provides a relative measure which penalizes less the errors for high motion measuring the
angle between the ground truth vector (GTx, GTy) and the estimated one (Vx, Vy):
AE = cos−1
 1 + Vx ×GTx + Vy ×GTy√
1 + Vx
2 + Vy
2
√
1 +GTx
2 +GTy
2
 . (2.9)
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Figure 2.10: Results comparison of the RS and MePar based on the SAD and BCC
matching criteria: (a) Angular error results, (b) Absolute flow endpoint error results.
This may over-penalize errors in regions of zero motion with respect to errors in regions
of smooth motion. The EE tries to solve this issue penalizing the errors independently to
the motion level:
EE =
√
(Vx −GTx)2 + (Vy −GTy)2. (2.10)
The results are shown in Figure 2.10 for the AE and the EE respectively. Both the metrics
present a similar trends. The results from the RS and the MePar based on SAD matching
criteria are comparable, as well for the RS and the MePar based on BCC. Indeed by
means of the BCC a more precise estimation along the objects borders is achieved, while
the SAD match leads to a coarser estimation resolution in these areas. This is in particular
clear in the Rubber Whale and Grove3 sequences, see Figures 2.11 and 2.13. However the
BCC has the drawback of a slightly more noisy estimation in the homogeneous regions.
This was also expected because the proposed method (2.7) does not use penalties that
regularize the SAD (2.1) based results in those areas. It is important to notice that
the worst results for the parallel approach are obtained in the Dimetrodon sequence, for
which only one estimation is not enough to reach a MVF convergence. In fact another
important factor in the MV estimation is convergence time. This is the number of frames
the estimator needs to provide a stable MVF. As already mentioned, the Middlebury
dataset [18] provides the ground truth MVF only for a single frame. Then an objective
evaluation of the convergence time for every sequence is not possible. To address this
issue a subjective evaluation of the convergence time for each sequence is reported in
Table 2.1. It is possible to notice that in general the MePar based on BCC matching
criteria reduces the number of frames necessary to obtain a stable MVF in comparison
to the same estimator configuration using a SAD criterion. However the omission of the
intra-frame recursion in the proposed parallel method increases the convergence time.
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Table 2.1: MVF convergence time (number of frames).
Sequence
Method Dimetrodon Grove 2 Grove 3 Hydrangea Rubber Whale
RS (SAD) 1 1 1 1 1
RS (BBD) 1 1 1 1 1
MePar (SAD) - 3 3-4 1 1
MePar (BBD) 1 2 3-4 1 1
This is definitely a problem that needs to be addressed, e.g., by means of a global motion
estimator and multiple or hierarchical estimation approaches, and a trade-off between the
convergence time and the computational cost should be considered. In Table 2.2 we also
provide a computational effort comparison between the SAD and the BCC matches in term
of 8-bit pseudo-code commands. We decided to not consider the cost of the binarization
since it is comparable to the low pass filter that is usually performed in advance to a SAD
based RS true motion estimation. For both the SAD based approaches and considering
an 8 × 8 block size there are 64 subtractions (SUB), 64 absolute values (ABS) and 63
additions (ADD) per match. Considering the BCC, there are 8 XOR, which correspond
to the 64 bit of the binarized block, 8 Count bit, which sum the number of the bits at 1 in
one byte, and 7 additions per match. Because in the SAD match we perform 6 matches
for every predictor, at the original predictor and at the 5 updates positions, we obtain
a final number of operations per predictor of 1146. For the BCC in the RS ME we use
a 7 × 3 searching window, while for the MePar ME a larger window of 9 × 5 is adopted
to address the lack of intra-frame recursion. The total operations per predictor are then
483 and 1035, respectively. Finally it should be noticed that, since we process a binarized
frame and less memory is required, the bandwidth constraints are also more relaxed.
Table 2.2: SAD and BCC comparison (number of operations).
Method RS MePar
Match Type SAD BCC SAD BCC
Block Size 8× 8 8× 8 8× 8 8× 8
64 SUB 8 XOR (8bit) 64 SUB 8 XOR (8bit)
Operations 64 ABS 8 Count bit 64 ABS 8 Count bit
63 ADD 7 ADD 63 ADD 7 ADD
TOT per Block-Match 191 23 191 23
TOT per Predictor 1146 483 1146 1035
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 2.11: Results comparison in RubberWhale sequence, (a) Original image, (b)
Ground truth MVF, (c) MVF for RS with SAD matching, (d) MVF for RS with BBD
matching, (e) MVF for MePar with SAD matching and (f) MVF for MePar with BBD
matching.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 2.12: Results comparison in Grove2 sequence, (a) Original image, (b) Ground truth
MVF, (c) MVF for RS with SAD matching, (d) MVF for RS with BBD matching, (e)
MVF for MePar with SAD matching and (f) MVF for MePar with BBD matching.
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(d) (e) (f)
Figure 2.13: Results comparison in Grove3 sequence, (a) Original image, (b) Ground truth
MVF, (c) MVF for RS with SAD matching, (d) MVF for RS with BBD matching, (e)
MVF for MePar with SAD matching and (f) MVF for MePar with BBD matching.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 2.14: Results comparison in Hydrangea sequence, (a) Original image, (b) Ground
truth MVF, (c) MVF for RS with SAD matching, (d) MVF for RS with BBD matching,
(e) MVF for MePar with SAD matching and (f) MVF for MePar with BBD matching.
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2.7 Conclusions
In this Chapter a novel method for motion estimation was proposed. This avoids
the intra-frame recursion typical of the RS systems to permit a parallel implementation.
Moreover the combination with the BCC as matching criteria allows a faster convergence
of the MVF whereas the computational complexity is kept low by means of an image
binarization. The results show a comparable performance with respect to the classical RS
SAD based approach with considerable advantages in terms of implementation due to the
algorithm parallelism.
Chapter 3
Disparity Estimation
3.1 Introduction
Disparity estimation between a stereo image pair is a fundamental problem in the field
of computer vision. With this process is possible to extract information of the three-
dimensional structure of the scene. In particular there exists a relation between the dis-
tance of the object from the cameras (depth) and the difference between the position of
the object in the two images (disparity). As it is shown in Figure 3.1 each camera has a
2D camera coordinate system (CCS) and a 3D CCS [19].
Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the 2D CCS and 3D CCS associated to the left
and the right cameras [19].
The 2D CCS illustrates the pixels coordinates in the image plane and the 3D CCS
describes the positions of scene points with respect to the camera itself. The disparity
then represents the difference in pixels between the position of an object in the left 2D
CCS (L-2D CCS) and the right 2D CCS (R-2D CCS). The depth related to the object
may be then obtained from the knowledge of the disparity [20] by means of a camera
calibration procedure [21–23]. This is used to estimate the cameras intrinsic and the
extrinsic parameters. The intrinsic parameters describe the transformation between the
3D CCS and the 2D CCS and are usually denoted in the matricial form as KCAM . The
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extrinsic parameters encode the transformation between the two different 3D CCSs and
are composed by a rotation matrix R and a translation vector t. After the calibration,
the two images are generally rectified in order to transform each image plane such that
pairs of conjugate epipolar lines become collinear and parallel to one of the image axes.
The rectified images can be thought of as acquired by a new stereo pair obtained by ro-
tating the original cameras in order to generate two coplanar image planes that are also
parallel to the baseline. This simplifies the stereo matching algorithm since the search
domain of corresponding pixels is restricted from a 2D problem (horizontal and vertical)
to a 1D problem (usually horizontal). Eventually, the process of image rectification also
compensates the projective distortion introduced by the camera lenses and the focal length
difference between the stereo camera pair [20, 24]. Specifically, after the rectification pro-
cess, a scene point W = (x, y, z), expressed with respect to the L-3D CCS, that is visible
from both the cameras, can be projected into the point wL for the L-2D CCS and into the
point wR for the R-2D CCS. Due to the image rectification, the coordinate of the points
wL and wR are respectively (uL, vL) and (uR, vR) = (uL + d, vL), where d is the disparity.
Moreover it is possible to prove [20] that the depth information z is inversely proportional
the the corresponding disparity d,
z =
bf
d
, (3.1)
where b is the baseline in meters (i.e., the distance between the two camera nodal points)
and f is the focal length in pixel. Then an object close to the camera (low depth z) has
an high value of disparity d, whereas an object far from the camera (high depth z) has a
low value of disparity. Moreover deriving equation (3.1) with respect to d the following
relation can be obtained,
∆z ∼= −bf
d2
∆d, (3.2)
where ∆d and ∆z are respectively the disparity and depth resolutions. Eventually, com-
bining equations (3.1) and (3.2) is possible to notice that the depth resolution decreases
quadratically with respect to z,
∆z ∼= − z
2
bf
∆d. (3.3)
Once the disparity of all the points in a image is obtained, forming a disparity map, this
can be easily transformed in a depth map by means of equation (3.1). It is fundamental to
recall that equation (3.1) holds true only in case of rectified images. This Chapter assumes
this particular situation to be true and it is organized as follow. In Section 3.2 the main
categories of algorithm used for disparity estimation are presented. Section 3.3 introduces
and evaluates a particular global algorithm for disparity estimation, the Simple Tree stereo
algorithm [2]. A possible improvement to this algorithm is proposed in Section 3.4 where
also an evaluation between the two methods is presented. Eventually the conclusions are
drawn in Section 3.5.
The method presented in this chapter was applied for a patent in [25].
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3.2 Disparity estimation algorithms
Disparity estimation is one of the most investigated topics in the field of computer
vision. The aim is to detect the correspondences in a stereo pair image. As already
mentioned, in case of rectified images the search domain of corresponding points can be
reduced to a 1D problem. Indeed thanks to the rectification the epipolar lines coincide with
the image scan-lines. A wide number of stereo algorithms are available in literature and
they can be subdivided into three main classes local, global and semi-global. In particular
the different types can be generalized as a trade-off between low computational complexity
and robustness.
3.2.1 Local stereo algorithms
In local methods the disparity for every point is typically computed by maximizing a
local similarity function in a winner take all (WTA) strategy. In general the SAD [26–28],
the normalized cross correlation (NCC) [29], or the census transform [30] on the gray scale
images are used as similarity functions [31]. Moreover in [32,33] also the extension of the
previous metrics into the RGB color space has been considered.
3.2.2 Global stereo algorithms
Global stereo algorithms compute the disparity D by imposing constraints on the whole
image. In general they formulate the problem as a global energy cost minimization:
arg min
D
(Edata(I1, I2, D) + Esmooth(D)) . (3.4)
The first term measure the data similarity between the two images I1 and I2 under the
condition of a certain disparity. The smoothness term is used to regularize the estimation
under the assumption that, in general, a disparity map presents smooth regions separated
by sharp transitions along object borders. Many different methods have been developed to
solve equation (3.4). This can be based on the combination of dynamic programming (DP)
in different directions [2], or since the disparity map is commonly represented as a Markov
random field (MRF) [34] which can be solved by means of belief propagation [35] and
graph-cuts [36] techniques.
3.2.3 Semi-global stereo algorithm
The semi-global stereo algorithms follow the global formulation, but they limit the
constrains only to a portion of the image. Examples of algorithms that perform this strat-
egy are the one based on DP over scan-lines [37] and the one based on DP over scan-lines
and diagonals [38]. Indeed the relaxed constraints reduce the computational cost.
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Obviously if the two images are not rectified the estimation has to be applied in two
dimensions. This quadratically increases the computational complexity especially for the
global or semi-global stereo algorithms. Then, in case of high resolution images, the only
feasible estimations relies in the local algorithms. In particular the bidimensional dis-
placement estimation is then similar to the one that is used for the motion estimation, see
Chapter 2. This particular case is treated more in details in Chapter 5.
3.3 Simple Tree stereo algorithm
The Simple Tree stereo algorithm is a quite accurate method for the disparity esti-
mation which does not rely on a previous image segmentation. Specifically this can be
subdivided in the three main steps depicted in Figure 3.2. The correlation between two
Figure 3.2: Simple Tree framework.
pixels is calculated with the Sampling-intensive measurement of Birchfield and Tomasi [39].
This measurement of pixel dissimilarity is quite accurate for homogeneous depth regions,
but may fail along the object borders. To overcome this issue a smoothness cost function,
a modified Potts model [2], is used. Then the two terms are combined in the following
equation:
E(D) =
∑
p∈I
m(p, dp) +
∑
(p,q)∈N
s(dp, dq). (3.5)
Eventually the disparity D that minimizes the equation is selected. In particular the
minimization is processed by means of DP over the combination of two trees structures,
one vertical and one horizontal. This is the main contribution of the authors and for more
details the reader is referred to the original publication [2]. What is important to notice is
the modified Potts model used in the smoothness cost function. This provides a different
set of penalties depending on the possible disparity jumps:
s(dp, dq) =

0 if dp = dq
P1 if |dp − dq| = 1
P2 if |dp − dq| > 1.
(3.6)
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Specifically the penalty for disparity jumps that are larger than one pixel is driven by a
threshold of a first derivative |Ip − Iq| calculated in the RGB colorspace:
P2 =
{
P3 if |Ip − Iq| < T
P4 if |Ip − Iq| ≥ T.
(3.7)
This is based on the assumption that different colors are usually linked to different objects.
Unfortunately, as it is shown in Figure 3.6(b), the first derivative, and consequently the
penalty P2, is easily invalidated by noise or texture areas. A possible solution to this issue,
which exploits the information provided by an external user, is presented in the following
Section. For a more detailed explanation regarding the values used for the penalties the
reader is again referred to the original publication [2].
3.4 User assisted processing
In high quality video processing, several applications work oﬄine, requiring the user to
annotate specific image conditions. In case of disparity estimation, the delivered vectors
might not be perfect in quality, in the sense that they do not fit properly the objects. An
user can approximately mark the borders of objects, where the vectors are too imprecise. In
this context a second automatic process can take over from where the user left and bring
the final quality to an acceptable level. In particular the framework for the proposed
solution is shown in Figure 3.3. After an initial disparity calculation the user has to
Figure 3.3: User assisted processing framework.
judge the quality of the results. This can be done by overlaying the disparity itself to the
respective image as it is shown in Figure 3.4(a).
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Example of user interaction: (a) Simple tree estimated depth overlaid to the
image, (b) User marks (black).
Then the user can marks with some drawings the errors in the estimation, see Figure
3.4(b). This information can be used to apply a directional filtering which reduces noise
and texture in the edge orthogonal direction. Eventually, the edge can be easier located
and the smoothing constraints can be consequently updated.
3.4.1 Directional filtering
Sometimes the borders of an object do not correspond to the sharpest edge in the
neighborhood. This happens very often in texture or noise areas where there is not a
dominant direction. For this reason it should be possible to use the direction informa-
tion provided by the user in order to filter the neighborhood of the user marks with a
directional low-pass filter. This should increase the chance to detect the real object bor-
der. Specifically a directional smoothing with a Gaussian kernel is applied. This can be
stretched along a predefined angle by means of the following equations [40]:
f(x, y) = A exp
(− (a(x− x0)2 + 2b(x− x0)(y − y0) + c(y − y0)2)) , (3.8)
where {
a =
cos2 θ
2σx2
+
sin2 θ
2σy2
, b =
sin 2θ
4σx2
− sin 2θ
4σy2
, c =
sin2 θ
2σx2
+
cos2 θ
2σy2
}
. (3.9)
In equations (3.8) and (3.9) A is a normalization term, θ is the angle between the horizontal
and the edge directions, σx and σy are the standard deviation in the direction of the filter
and in the orthogonal direction respectively. It is important to notice that the term
θ can also vary at every line. Thus the filter can really follow the objects boundaries.
This is proved from the filtering results shown in Figure 3.5(b). It is possible to see how
the sharpness of the borders is preserved while the surrounding textures and orthogonal
structures are strongly smoothed.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Results of directional filtering: (a) Reference image, (b) Reference image after
the application of the directional Gaussian filter.
3.4.2 Directional binarization
After the smoothing the image borders are detected. For this purpose an iterative
row based binarization is performed. This can be summarized in the following steps. The
region of the row for which the smoothing was applied is binarized and the binarization
output is evaluated. When there is one and only one transition between the two segments
in the considered interval the procedure ends. Indeed in this case the binarization can
be considered stable. When this is not the case the first and the last values in the array
are discarded and the binarization is reprocessed. Finally this procedure is repeated until
a single transition is found or the interval reaches a minimum size. This is in particular
visible in the lower right corner of Figure 3.6(a). In fact it is possible to see how the
convergence size of the interval is reduced in correspondence to the black stripe for the
title. The binarization is performed with two methods. The first uses the luminance
information while the second one employs the chrominances components in the CIELab
color space. In the first case the data are thresholded with their mean. Sometimes the
luminance results too noisy or the edge can be easily found exploiting the color information.
This can be represented by at least a couple of values, in our case the two chrominances
(a, b). Then the binarization has to be adapted to a bidimensional case. Since in the
monodimensional situation the mean is used to minimize the variance of the set, we have
to find the line which minimizes the variance of the distance between the point and line
itself and that passes through the mean point: ∂∂m
(∑
i(di−dm)2
N
)
= 0
ym −mxx − q = 0
where
{
(xm, ym) =
(
1
N
∑
i xi,
1
N
∑
i yi
)
dm =
1
N
∑
i di =
1
N
∑
i
yi−mxi−q
±√1+m2
(3.10)
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This results in a second order equation for m and the related q:
m2
[
−2xmym + 2
N
∑
i
xiyi
]
+m
[
−2x2m + 2y2m +
2
N
∑
i
x2i −
2
N
∑
i
y2i
]
+
+
[
2xmym − 2
N
∑
i
xiyi
]
q = ym −mxx.
(3.11)
Finally, the results of the two binarization procedures are combined by means of the
final interval size. Indeed this gives an indication of the stability in the binarization
procedure since a wider interval stabilizes the mean value. The identified edges with their
corresponding convergence intervals are shown in Figure 3.6(a).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.6: P2 penalty calculation: (b) Based on the thresholded first derivative in the
RGB colorspace, (c) Based on the thresholded first derivative in the RGB colorspace and
the directional binarization.
These are then used to update the calculation of the penalty P2 in (3.7). Specifically at
the border position the penalty is strongly reduced while for the surrounding convergence
interval a higher value was set, see Figure 3.6(c). This permits to avoid the estimation of
wrong disparity jumps in case of texture or noise close to the real depth discontinuities.
3.4.3 Experimental results
In our experiments we compared the Simple Tree approach against the modified version
based on the bias of an user. The test was made on the 2002 Middlebury stereo database
[41]. This provides a set of different stereo images and the related ground truth disparity.
An objective evaluation is then measured by means of two different metrics: the mean
absolute error (MAE), see Figure 3.7(a), and the percentage of erroneous pixels in non-
occluded areas (Out-Noc), see Figure 3.7(b).
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Figure 3.7: Results comparison of the Simple Tree algorithm and user interface (UI): (a)
Mean absolute error, (b) Percentage of correctly estimated pixels, with threshold th = 1.
In particular for the Out-Noc a threshold of 1 pixel was set. Since the process was
developed to refine the estimated disparity on the objects borders the MAE does not show
a significative, even if visible, improvement. Indeed the MAE averages the results over the
whole image and the object borders correspond to a minor portion of it. The Out-Noc
metrics is more relevant for the evaluation. In fact the Simple Tree algorithm already
provides noticeable results and a wrong disparity estimation around an object border
easily produces an error which is higher than the set threshold. Moreover the advantage
of the proposed refinement is also demonstrated in the visual comparison. Specifically, a
subset of the tested images with the related ground truth and the estimated disparities are
shown in Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11. Is possible to see how with a simple modification
of the smoothness constraint the disparity jumps can be realigned with the object borders.
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In the Tsukuba sequence some marks were applied along the head and in the lower part of
the lamp. In both the Barn1 and Poster sequences the border of the triangle was marked.
For all the sequences the estimated disparity is more close to the ground truth.
3.5 Conclusions and future work
In this Chapter it was proposed a possible improvement to the Simple Tree stereo
algorithm. In particular the algorithm was analyzed and the weak point was identified
in the smoothness cost calculation. Indeed the penalty associated to a disparity jump is
related to a fixed threshold of the first derivative in the the RGB colorspace. The first
derivative is easily affected by noise. Then we proposed an user interaction (UI) based
framework to semi-automatic improve the quality of the results. Specifically a directional
filtering is performed to smooth the regions in the orthogonal direction to the user marks.
This increases the chance to locate the correct border of a row based binarization that
exploit the luminance or the chrominances information. Finally the smoothness cost is
updated and the disparity is recalculated. Objective measurements show the effectiveness
of the proposed method. It should also be noticed that the framework presented for the
UI could be also suitable for a hierarchical refinement approach. The disparity jumps and
the associated directions may be detected in a coarse scale estimation and then refined in
a full size estimation.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.8: Results comparison with the Venus images: (a) Left image, (b) Ground truth
disparity, (c) Simple tree estimated disparity, (b) Simple tree biased by user estimated
disparity.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.9: Results comparison with the Tsukuba images: (a) Left image, (b) Ground truth
disparity, (c) Simple tree estimated disparity, (b) Simple tree biased by user estimated
disparity.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.10: Results comparison with the Barn1 images: (a) Left image, (b) Ground truth
disparity, (c) Simple tree estimated disparity, (b) Simple tree biased by user estimated
disparity.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.11: Results comparison with the Poster images: (a) Left image, (b) Ground truth
disparity, (c) Simple tree estimated disparity, (b) Simple tree biased by user estimated
disparity.

Chapter 4
Hybrid System
4.1 Introduction
The 3D analysis of a scene is one of the most important field in computer vision. Dif-
ferent techniques, e.g., object detection, position determination and 3D reconstruction,
require a precise scene geometry estimation. A variety of methods are available for this
purpose but these can be subdivided in two main classes: active and passive systems.
Passive systems estimate the scene geometry without an interaction with the scene, this
is the case of the disparity estimation in a stereo setup presented in Chapter 3. Active
systems, e.g., laser range scanners, structured light cameras and time of flight range cam-
eras, actively interact with the scene to reconstruct the related depth. This interaction
could be based on the active triangulation principle (laser range scanners, structured light
cameras) or on the time-of-flight (ToF) principle. In the latest period methods that fuse
active and passive systems (hybrid systems) have been developed. In particular the combi-
nation of a ToF and standard cameras is one of the most interesting and investigated topic
due to their complementary characteristics. ToF cameras are not sensitive to the scene
peculiarity, but they provide only low resolution depth maps. Moreover the most signi-
ficative artifact occurs at depth boundaries and in region with low infrared reflectance. In
the stereo system a high resolution geometry estimation can be obtained, but the quality
strongly depends on the scene. Accurate results are provided at the object boundaries
while this is not possible for homogeneous regions. Therefore, a collaborative approach,
which exploits the best characteristics of the two systems, may allow to reach a better
quality of the final three-dimensional scene sensing. Many approaches have been proposed
to fuse the information of one ToF camera with a single color camera [42–47] or with
multiple cameras [19,48]. Finally also methods that adopts multiple ToF sensors and mul-
tiple color cameras have been considered [49]. When only a standard camera is adopted
the geometry information is uniquely available from the ToF. Then the main purpose is
to increase the low resolution of the ToF depth considering the related color information
provided by the camera. In this case methods that adapt the bilateral filter technique [50]
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have been proposed. In [46] a joint bilateral filter is adopted. This method performs well
along the depth borders but may introduce artifacts in the reconstructed geometry that
can be attributed to a not perfect correlation between color and depth data. The approach
in [47] addresses the problem by means of a weighting factor in the filtering process to
differentiate between homogeneous depth regions and object boundaries. In [43] the au-
thors propose to combine the ToF and color camera informations in a cost volume with
an iterative approach. Then at every step the resolution is increased and a bilateral filter
is applied along the cost volume. Other methods exploit the geometry and color relation
to perform a super-resolution driven by segmentation [42] or based on a Markov random
field approach [44]. Finally in [45] a method to solve the problem of mapping between the
ToF and standard camera image planes is presented. The authors propose a solution that
combines a PMD ToF chip and a traditional camera charge-coupled device (CCD) in a
single device by means of an optical splitter.
The aim of this Chapter is to exploit the information coming from a camera rig com-
posed by a PMD ToF camera and three standard video-cameras in order to increase the
low-resolution ToF depth up to the camera image resolution. An overview of the ToF
principle and a comparison with the stereo system are treated in Sections 4.2 and 4.3
respectively. Then an ideal model, based on the Middlebury database [41], is proposed in
Section 4.4. This simplified model is then used to compare a novel method against [46]
and [47] thanks to the ground truth availability. This approach is then applied to a real
case and Section 4.5 evaluates the problems that arise when some sequences are acquired
with the available camera rig. In particular a complete scheme to obtain a super-resolved
depth map is proposed. This is composed by a joint camera calibration of the camera
rig, a preprocessing of the ToF depth to detect and to remove unreliable values and an
iterative super-resolution approach based on the method developed for the ideal model.
Eventually in Section 4.6 we draw some conclusions.
The methods presented in this Chapter were applied for a patent in [51]. Furthermore,
parts of the work presented here has already been published by A. Vianello in his MSc
thesis [24] for which the reader is refereed for a more accurate description.
4.2 Time-of-flight cameras
Matricial ToF range cameras are relatively new active sensors which allow the acqui-
sition of 3D point clouds at video frame rates. The most known ToF manufacturer are
the PMDTec [52], Mesa Imaging [53], SoftKinetic [54] and Microsoft [55]. In particular
images of the MESA SR4000 [53] and the PMD CamCube 3.0 [52] are shown in Figure
4.1. The ToF cameras provide a depth measurement that is based on the time-of-flight
principle. The time-of-flight τd is the time that the light needs to cover the distance d from
the light source to an object and from this object back to the camera. Then, considering
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Examples of ToF camera models: (a) CamCube 3.0 from PMD Technologies
GmbH, Germany [52], (b) ASR4000 from MESA Imaging AG, Switzerland [53].
c the light speed (c = 3 · 108[m/s]), τd can be computed as
τd =
2d
c
. (4.1)
Actually two types of ToF cameras are available: pulse-based and phase-based, also known
as continuous wave (CW) ToF [56]. Since the available hardware is a PMD CamCube 3.0
only the latter ToF type will be considered. A CW ToF emits an IR optical signal sE(t)
with amplitude AE and modulated by a sinusoid of frequency fmod:
sE(t) = AE [1 + sin(2fmod · t)]. (4.2)
The signal is reflected by the target scene surface and travels back to the camera sensor
positioned near the emitter. Then the received signal sR(t) can be defined by the following
equation:
sR(t) = AR[1 + sin(2fmod · t+ ∆φ)] +BR. (4.3)
The AR is the attenuated amplitude due to the losses in the transmission path. Moreover
the non-instantaneous propagation of the signal introduces a phase delay ∆φ and the
BR is an intensity factor which mainly depends on the additional background light [57].
Equation 4.3 is in general simplified considering A = AR and B = AR +BR:
sR(t) = A sin(2fmod · t+ ∆φ) +B. (4.4)
The quantity A and B are important for SNR evaluation and they are usually referred as
amplitude and intensity respectively despite they are both IR radiation amplitudes. The
phase delay ∆φ is instead used to estimate the depth d:
∆φ = 2pifmodτd = 2pifmod
2d
c
⇒ d = c
4pifmod
∆φ. (4.5)
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4.2.1 CW ToF Cameras: typical distance measurement errors
Many errors affect the estimation of the distance in a CW ToF. These can be generally
subdivided in two main categories: random errors, e.g., photo-shot noise, multipath effect,
flying pixels, and systematic errors, e.g., harmonic distortion and phase wrapping.
The photo-shot noise describes the arrivals of photons on the sensor. This is statistically
characterized by a Poisson distribution. However the related estimation of the distance d
distribution can be approximated [58] by a Gaussian with standard deviation
σd =
c
4pifmod
√
2
√
B
A
. (4.6)
The multipath effect occurs when the incident ray is reflected from a non-specular surface
into multiple directions. This is represented in Figure 4.2 where the incident ray is shown
Figure 4.2: Multi-path effect: the emitted ray (orange) hit the surface at point A and is
reflected in multiple directions (blue and red rays). The red ray reaches then B and travels
back to the ToF camera affecting the distance measured at the sensor pixel relative to B.
in orange, the reflected ray in a perfect scenario in green, and the rays reflected in other
possible directions in blue. In particular when one of the latter rays, as for the case of the
red one, firstly hit others scene objects and then travel back to the ToF sensor the depth
measurements are impaired by the combination of direct and indirect paths.
The flying pixels problem can be described by the effect shown in Figure 4.3. To each ToF
Figure 4.3: Motivation of flying pixels problem: to every ToF sensor pixel (red) is associ-
ated a finite size scene area (blue).
pixel sensor is associated a finite size area of the scene. Then the estimated depth is a
convex combination between the different depth levels of the area. This is not a problem
is case of regions with constant distance values but in case of an object boundary some
artifacts becomes visible as it is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Example of flying pixels problem: the depth measurements at an object borders
are a convex combination between the different depths levels.
The harmonic distortion relies on the sinusoids construction. In fact they are obtained
applying a low-pass filtering on the squared wave-forms emitted by the LEDs. This pro-
duces a systematic offset which can be compensated or at least reduced by means of a
look-up-table (LUT) correction.
The phase wrapping is associated to the phase shift estimation ambiguity. This leads to
an estimation range limited to [0, dMAX ] =
[
0, c2fmod
]
. Then every object located at a
distance d > dMAX will be estimated to a wrong depth d
′ = mod(d, dMAX).
The problems considered in this section are only a minimal part of the errors that affect
the CW ToF measurement. For a more complete explanation the reader is referred to [24]
and in particular to [59].
4.3 ToF Cameras and Stereo System: comparison and com-
bination
In Chapter 3 and in the previous Sections of this Chapter it was possible to deduce
that the ToF cameras and the stereo vision system own complementary features. The
advantages and the disadvantages of the two systems are in fact summarized in Table 4.1
Table 4.1: Advantages and disadvantages of a stereo vision system and ToF cameras: The
two systems can be considered complementary.
Stereo ToF
Image resolution X X
Depth discontinuities X X
Flat areas X X
Occlusions X X
Depth resolution ∆z ∼= z2bf∆d ∆z ∼ C
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In the ToF the image sensor resolution is relatively small (e.g., 200 × 200 in the PMD
CamCube 3.0) and the flying pixels problem affects the estimation along depth discon-
tinuities, see Figure 4.4. The stereo system provides a much higher image resolution
(e.g., 1920 × 1080 in the Lux Media Plan (LMP) HD1200 [60]) but the results are scene
dependent. A quite precise estimation may be obtained in textured and at the object
borders regions, while the homogeneous areas decrease the stereo performance. Moreover
the different cameras positions produce occlusion regions for which an estimation is not
possible. On the other hand, the ToF performs best in areas without depth discontinuities
and, since it is a monocular system, it does not suffer from occlusion problem. The depth
accuracy of the ToF can be considered constant as first approximation (actually the noise
slightly increase with the distance) along the working interval, while this exponentially
decrease in a stereo estimation.
Due to their complementary features, a collaborative approach that take advantage of the
strong points of each system can be developed. The first problem to be addressed in the
fusion of a ToF with a stereo vision system is the great difference in term of image sensors
resolution. In order to overcome this issue many techniques for super-resolution of the ToF
depth map driven by a single or multiple cameras have been recently developed [19,42–49].
Due to the lack of a real dataset with an associated ground truth, a simplified model of
the ToF has been considered. This is presented in the following section.
4.4 Ideal model for depth super-resolution
To evaluate the precision of different super-resolution algorithms a simplified model of
the ToF has to be established. For this purpose we used the Middlebury 2006 dataset [61].
This is a database with 21 pairs of rectified color images with an associated ground truth
disparity obtained with structured light techniques. Moreover we decided to consider only
the photon-shot noise and consequently an approximated Gaussian distribution as in [19].
Then a perfect mapping between ToF and video-camera images was also assumed. In
this scenario the evaluation consists to recover a ground truth depth map starting from a
down-sampled and noised version of it and the associated high resolution color images. In
particular the down-sampled and noised depth map simulates the ToF estimation while
the latter refers to the cameras images. An additive Gaussian noise with several levels of
standard deviation was used, specifically σN ∈ {0, 0.5, ..., 9.5, 10} [cm]. Then, the recon-
struction quality was evaluated by computing the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between
the reconstructed depth DR and the ground truth depth DGT :
MAE =
1
N
∑
u,v
|DR(u, v)−DGT (u, v)| . (4.7)
Finally the test was carried out with the methods proposed in [46], in [47], and with
a novel algorithm which combines and extends the previous procedures and which will
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be introduced in Section 4.4.3. In particular the filtering was computed after an initial
upsampling with a random tiles approach [24] for which every depth value is randomly
assigned to an a × a block, where a is the upsampling factor, creating an initial sparse
high resolution depth map DS .
4.4.1 Joint bilateral filter
The bilateral filter (BF) was introduced by Tomasi and Manduchi in [50] as a non-
linear filter which combines two kernels, a spatial and an range one. The first depends on
the distance to the central pixel position while the second weights the intensity differences.
Thanks to the kernels combination this technique is effective for image denoising, achieving
a reduction of the the unwanted artifacts while preserving the important image content,
such as edges. Recently also the joint bilateral filter (JBF) has been introduced. This is
an evolution of the BF in which the range kernel is not driven by the intensity differences
in the image to be filtered but is driven by a second guidance image, from which the joint
terminology derives. In [46] the authors apply the JBF for super-resolution purposes and
in particular they increase the resolution of a depth map driving the process with the
associated higher resolution color image:
JBF [DS ]p =
1
Wp
∑
q∈S
Gσs (‖p− q‖)Gσr
(∣∣∣I˜p − I˜q∣∣∣)DS,q. (4.8)
In equation (4.8) p and q denote the pixel coordinates in the guidance image I˜ and DS
respectively and JBF [DS ]p is the up-sampled dense depth map obtained from the low
resolution depth map DS,q. Moreover Gσs and Gσr are the spatial and the range Gaussian
kernels, while Wp is a normalization factor. Finally S is the filter aperture.
4.4.2 “Kim” Joint bilateral filter
The direct application of JBF for depth super-resolution may be affected by artifacts,
e.g., texture copying, in the reconstructed geometry. These can be attributed to erroneous
assumption about the correlation of color and depth data. A depth map generally presents
smooth regions separated by sharp transitions along object borders while a color image
presents a much higher variety. In particular the presence of textures in the color image
may invalidate the Gaussian intensity difference term Gσr(·) of equation (4.8). In this
situation small weights are associated to pixels from the same object and with the same
depth. To overcome this issue, in [47] the authors propose an up-sampling JBF (from
now denoted with JBFKIM ) which includes a weighting parameter γ that depends on the
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depth difference ∆S :
JBFKIM [DS ]p =
1
Wp
∑
q∈S
[
(1− γ (∆S))Gσs (‖p− q‖) + γ (∆S)Gσr
(∣∣∣I˜p − I˜q∣∣∣)]DS,q.
(4.9)
This is used to give different weights to the range kernel Gσr(·), based on color intensity
difference, and to the spatial kernel Gσs(·). More in details γ belongs to the interval [0, 1]
and it is defined as:
γ (∆S) =
1
1 + e−ε(∆S−τ)
, (4.10)
where ∆S is the difference between the maximum and the minimum depth values in the
pixels neighborhood S, whereas ε and τ are two constant parameters. In case of a smooth
depth region, as inside an object, γ is close to 0 and so the filter’s response depends almost
entirely on the Gaussian depth difference. This is indeed necessary to avoid the texture
copying. Vice versa in an area with objects borders γ is close to 1 and the filter’s response
is biased more from the Gaussian color intensity difference.
4.4.3 Weighted joint bilateral filter
The proposed weighted joint bilateral filter (WJBF) extends and combines both the
already presented procedures [46, 47]. The up-sampling of the low resolution depth map
is driven by the high resolution color image with two different kernels, according to the
area characteristics:
WJBF [DS ]p =
1
Wp
∑
q∈S
[
(1− α)Gσs (‖p− q‖)Gσr,FLAT
(∣∣∣I˜p − I˜q∣∣∣)+
+ αGσr,EDGE
(∣∣∣I˜p − I˜q∣∣∣)]DS,q.
(4.11)
The homogeneous depth areas are processed with a JBF for which a relaxed range pa-
rameter σr,FLAT is used to avoid the texture copying problem. At the depth boundaries,
under the assumption that depth discontinuities usually coincide with color image inten-
sity edges, a Gaussian color intensity difference term with a very selective range parameter
σr,EDGE is used to obtain sharp edges. Finally the weighting factor α attempts to solve the
main issue of [47] in which the correspondent γ was depending on two constant thresholds.
Weighting factor
Recalling that the photon shot noise can be modeled as Gaussian [58], it can be
shown [24] that the related standard deviation increases with the distance. This stan-
dard deviation provides a value of depth accuracy of the ToF depth. In particular in
our model we decided to approximate the ToF noise as a combination of this Gaussian
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Figure 4.5: Three-sigma rule: most of the values are between −σ and σ, almost all of
them are no farther than 2σ from µ and there are virtually no observations farther than
3σ from µ [62].
contribution with an additional general source of noise Φ, e.g. flying pixels, multipath or
phase wrapping.
NOISEToF = N (0, σD) + Φ. (4.12)
In particular since we are in the ideal model, the additional contribution Φ is only produced
by the depth jumps. Since the Gaussian noise distribution N (0, σD) at each distance can
be calculated experimentally [24], we can assume to have this information. Then the three-
sigma rule [62] can be applied to derive the weighting factor α. As it is shown in Figure
4.5, nearly all values lie within the interval of ±3σ around the mean value µ. Specifically,
around 68.27% of the values lie within ±σ of the mean, 95.45% within ±2σ of the mean
and 99.73% within ±3σ of the mean. Then a local standard deviation in the sparse depth
map can be estimated as following
σS =
√
1
N − 1
∑
q∈A
(q− q¯)2, (4.13)
where q¯ is the mean value and N is the number of non zero values in the considered
area A. For each standard deviation value σS of the standard deviation image ΣS the
weighting factor α is calculated by comparing σS with the standard deviation σN of the
depth image Gaussian noise. When σS < 2σN the factor Φ in Equation (4.12) can be
considered negligible and the depth variation can be accounted due to the normal camera
noise only, hence α is set to 0. Vice versa, if σS > 5σN most likely this high variation is
due to a real depth discontinuity, hence α is set to 1. Between 2σN and 5σN the weighting
factor α has a linear behavior. Figure 4.6 shows the two steps for the weighting factor
calculation from the sparse depth DS .
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.6: Creation of the weighting factor α image: (a) sparse depth DS , (b) standard
deviation image ΣS , and (c) α image.
4.4.4 Experimental results
As already mentioned, the evaluation was performed on the Middlebury 2006 dataset
[61] and with the JBF [46], the JBFKIM [47] and the proposed WJBF method. In par-
ticular we report the results for the aloe, baby1 and wood2 images. The filters’ parameters
for the super-resolution are:
• Joint Bilateral Filter: Filter size 15 × 15 pixels, spatial parameter σs = 5 and
range parameter σr = 0.03.
• Kim Joint Bilateral Filter: Filter size 15 × 15 pixels, spatial parameter σs = 5
and range parameter σr = 0.03. For the blending function of Equation (4.10), the
parameter ε = 0.5 and τ is set to 15[cm].
• Weighted Joint Bilateral Filter: Filter size 15×15 pixels, spatial parameter σs =
5, range parameter for flat areas σr,FLAT = 0.1 and range parameter for edge areas
σr,EDGE = 0.03. For the calculation of the sparse depth map standard deviation
ΣD the same window size of the filter is used. From ΣD, the weighting factor α
is computed as explained in Section 4.4.3 and when σN = 0[cm] the thresholds are
calculated using σN = 0.5[cm].
Figures 4.7, 4.9, and 4.11 show the three scenes up-sampled using the three filters with four
different levels of noise. From a visual inspection it can be appreciated how the proposed
WJBF outperforms the other two filters. In the JBF based results the texture copying
problem is quite evident and this becomes even more clear when the noise level increases.
In similar manner, for high noise levels the JBFKIM detect depth discontinuities in flat
areas, hence it transfers textures from the guidance color image in the final up-sampled
depth. With the WJBF the weighting factor α allows to distinguish between edge and flat
areas, hence the texture copying problem is less noticeable than for the other two filters.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
Figure 4.7: Visual comparison of the aloe scene super-resolution: (a) JBF σN = 0[cm], (b)
JBF σN = 2[cm], (c) JBF σN = 5[cm], (d) JBF σN = 10[cm], (e) JBF Kim σN = 0[cm],
(f) JBF Kim σN = 2[cm], (g) JBF Kim σN = 5[cm], (h) JBF Kim σN = 10[cm], (i) WJBF
σN = 0[cm], (j) WJBF σN = 2[cm], (k) WJBF σN = 5[cm], (l) WJBF σN = 10[cm].
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Figure 4.8: Objective comparison of the aloe scene super-resolution: (a) Image, (b) Depth
ground truth, (c) MAE comparison.
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Figure 4.9: Visual comparison of the baby1 scene super-resolution: (a) JBF σN = 0[cm],
(b) JBF σN = 2[cm], (c) JBF σN = 5[cm], (d) JBF σN = 10[cm], (e) JBF Kim σN = 0[cm],
(f) JBF Kim σN = 2[cm], (g) JBF Kim σN = 5[cm], (h) JBF Kim σN = 10[cm], (i) WJBF
σN = 0[cm], (j) WJBF σN = 2[cm], (k) WJBF σN = 5[cm], (l) WJBF σN = 10[cm].
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Figure 4.10: Objective comparison of the baby1 scene super-resolution: (a) Image, (b)
Depth ground truth, (c) MAE comparison.
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Figure 4.11: Visual comparison of the wood2 scene super-resolution: (a) JBF σN = 0[cm],
(b) JBF σN = 2[cm], (c) JBF σN = 5[cm], (d) JBF σN = 10[cm], (e) JBF Kim σN = 0[cm],
(f) JBF Kim σN = 2[cm], (g) JBF Kim σN = 5[cm], (h) JBF Kim σN = 10[cm], (i) WJBF
σN = 0[cm], (j) WJBF σN = 2[cm], (k) WJBF σN = 5[cm], (l) WJBF σN = 10[cm].
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Figure 4.12: Objective comparison of the wood2 scene super-resolution: (a) Image, (b)
Depth ground truth, (c) MAE comparison.
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For very high level of noise the results based on the WJBF method are affected by a
slight blur along the objects border. This is a problem that could be solved with a tuning
of the threshold parameters and with a more sophisticated selection of the weighting
parameter α, as in [47], which presently has a linear behavior. Nevertheless this does not
invalidate the objective evaluation based on the MAE (4.7) metrics as function of the noise
standard deviation σN shown in Figures 4.8, 4.10, and 4.12. The curves behaviors show
that the normal JBF always perform worse than the JBFKIM and WJBF. Moreover, the
latter two show almost the same results for the first levels of noise (i.e., until σN = 2.5[cm]).
Then the WJBF outperforms the JBFKIM thanks to its noise adaptivity and due to the
fixed threshold τ in [47].
4.5 Real model for depth super-resolution
After the development and the evaluation of the super-resolution algorithms in the ideal
model conditions, a real model has to be considered. For this purpose data from a ToF
and video-cameras have to be analyzed. An overview of the framework that we adopted is
shown in Figure 4.13. The first problem that has to be addressed is the difference between
Figure 4.13: Depth super-resolution framework.
the image planes of the ToF and the color cameras and the lens distortion associated to
each camera. Therefore a calibration procedure is needed. The intrinsic parameters are
used to perform a ToF and color images preprocessing. Moreover in the ToF preprocessing
the depth is filtered to reduce the ToF noise and also the flying pixels are detected. Then
a mesh mapping to align the ToF based depth to the color image plane is applied using
the extrinsic parameter and the ToF depth itself. Once the depth and the color image
are superimposed the super-resolution can be performed. This is organized in an iterative
fashion. The depth map is subsequently upsampled with the guidance of a subsampled
version of the color image until the camera resolution is reached. Eventually, a post-
processing stereo technique for a final super-resolved depth refinement is applied.
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4.5.1 Camera rig
Figure 4.14: Camera rig: Scene in front of the camera rig (a), which is mounted on a tripod.
The camera rig (b), composed by the ToF camera and the three standard cameras.
The available hardware for the depth super-resolution is shown in Figure 4.14(b).
The rig is composed by the PMD CamCube 3.0 ToF camera indicated by 4©, and three
Lux Media Plan (LMP) HD1200 [60] CMOS video-cameras indicated by 1©, 2©, 3©. In
particular the ToF camera is positioned on the top of the central standard camera 2© and
all the cameras are synchronized by a hardware trigger. The acquisition setup is shown
in Figure 4.14 (a). The background and the desks are covered with black sheets and
additional lights are used to illuminate the scene.
4.5.2 Calibration
Camera calibration refers to the problem of recovering the external and internal ge-
ometry of an optical acquisition device that are needed to describe the camera imaging
process. The external geometry of a camera is defined by the rotation matrix R and the
translation vector t, which relates the camera orientation and position to the world co-
ordinate system. The internal geometry is described by the camera calibration matrix
K. This evaluates the geometric aberrations produced by the lens system of the camera.
The method that was used for the calibration procedure is the Sony’s toolbox from [21].
This procedure evolves the method proposed in [22] with the application of a 2.5D dot
calibration pattern in substitution of the original one shown in Figure 4.15. This planar
pattern, formed by 64 uniquely placed dots, is suited for the standard camera calibration
but fails with low-resolution ToF camera amplitude images [21]. This is the reason for the
application of a 2.5D pattern, where the dots are replaced with holes. The used pattern
is visible in Figure 4.14 (a) and has a size of 800 × 600[mm], whereas each hole has a
diameter of 40[mm] to ensure that the IR-rays of the ToF camera illumination unit could
pass through them. Thanks to this solution the calibration toolbox permit to calibrate a
set of stereo cameras and a ToF camera simultaneously within subpixel and submillimeter
accuracy. For more details the reader is referred to [21].
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Figure 4.15: Calibration pattern: The planar dot pattern with 64 uniquely placed black
dots [22].
4.5.3 Color images pre-processing
As already mentioned, the RGB images from the video-cameras need a distortion
correction. Therefore, the Matlab toolbox from Bouguet [23] is applied to each color
camera with the corresponding radial distortion coefficients obtained from the camera
calibration. Once that the undistortion is performed, the RGB images are down-sampled
by a scale factor 8 (from 1920 × 1080 to 240 × 135) to have the same resolution of the
depth after the mesh mapping.
4.5.4 ToF pre-processing
The ToF pre-processing is used to correct the raw depth map and it follows the frame-
work shown in Figure 4.16. As for the RGB images, also the ToF depth needs an initial
Figure 4.16: Overview of the ToF pre-processing.
undistortion correction. This is as well performed with the Bouguet [23] toolbox. Then a
bilateral filter is applied. This allows to reduce the noise which may invalidate the subse-
quent mesh mapping. Now the factor Φ in Equation (4.12) really refers to all the possible
noise sources and σToF (d) is the ToF noise standard deviation experimentally measured
at distance d. Then a variable σr = 3σToF (d), is used in the filtering. In fact, as explained
in Section 4.4.3, if the estimated depth standard deviation (4.13) is under 3σToF it is not
possible to differentiate between depth discontinuities or noisy flat areas.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.17: Results of the ToF pre-processing: (a) Raw ToF depth map, (b) Undistorted
ToF depth map, (c) Depth map after the bilateral filter, (d) Flying pixels detection.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.18: Flying pixel detection: (a) Ideal depth discontinuity and the associated
standard deviation, (b) Real depth discontinuity and the associated standard deviation,
the flying pixels area is also marked.
Figure 4.17 shows the effect of undistortion and bilateral filtering onto the raw ToF
depth of the acquired scene, from now called Pyramid. Finally the flying pixels are detected
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and marked in order to be removed from the subsequent mapping. An initial binary
map which selects the pixels for which the estimated standard deviation is greater than
5σToF (d) is obtained. This is then eroded of one pixel. In fact, as it is shown in Figure
4.18, an ideal depth discontinuity presents a very narrow standard deviation peak while a
wider peak is obtained in presence of flying pixels. Then the difference between the two
peaks width refers to the flying pixels region and this can be detected with the erosion
process.
4.5.5 Mesh mapping
Thanks to the knowledge of the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of each camera it
is possible to project all the pixels from the pre-processed ToF depth onto each video-
camera image plane. Let us denote with (u, v) the coordinates in the ToF image plane of
the pixel pToF and the correspondent depth value with zToF . This coordinates are firstly
de-normalized (multiplication for zToF ) and consequently multiplied with the inverse of
the ToF camera calibration matrix KToF
−1. Then, in order to project the points into
the RGB camera image plane, the roto-translation matrix [R|t] and the RGB camera
calibration matrix KRGB are applied. Eventually the coordinates are normalized to obtain
the final homogeneous coordinates (xRGB, yRGB). The overall mapping process can be
then summarized by the following Equation:
xRGByRGB
1
 =
x
′
RGB/zRGB
y′RGB/zRGB
1
 = KRGB [R|t]
KToF
−1
u · zToFv · zToF
zToF

1
 . (4.14)
It is important to notice that the ToF camera 4© and the three available RGB cameras
1©, 2© and 3©, see Figure 4.14, have different viewpoints. Hence the detection of the
Figure 4.19: Graphical representation of the mesh mapping: four neighbors ToF pixels
(blue pixels) are mapped onto the reference camera image plane as a mesh (red mesh).
areas which are occluded from another camera’s view may fail due to the sparsity of a
simple mapping. In order to solve this issue we introduced a mesh mapping procedure (see
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Figure 4.19). For every pixel in the ToF image plane the three neighbors are selected (blue
pixels). These are mapped into the RGB camera image plane forming a mesh where the
central area is filled with the mean value of the four red vertices. The average value is used
instead of a more sophisticated interpolation since we want to reduce the computational
cost and the meshing process is only used to detect occlusion regions. We decided to
use the average value in the quadratic section is used to When a closer mesh partially
or completely overlaps a farther mesh only the foreground mesh is maintained. Moreover
also the meshes which are composed by at least two flying pixels are discarded. The result
is then shown in Figure 4.20(a).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.20: Mesh mapping results: (a) Mesh mapped, 240× 135, ToF depth map on the
RGB image plane, the black areas are removed mesh due to occlusions or flying pixels
detection, (b) scaled RGB image, 240× 135.
It is important to notice that not only the occlusion and flying pixels areas are removed
(in black) but also the areas at the left and at the right borders of the image. In these
regions the distance to the ToF camera is greater than the ToF range and are affected by
the phase wrapping problem. Then, following the model in Equation (4.12), they have
Φ > 0 and they are consequently detected and removed.
4.5.6 Iterative depth super-resolution
The iterative super-resolution is the core of the proposed algorithm, Figure 4.21 shows
a block diagram of the procedure. An iterative approach has been used to reduce the filter
aperture in the bilateral super-resolution approach and also to decrease the sparsity in the
mapping process with the related occlusions issues. The inputs for this process are the
sparse 240× 135 mapped depth map, see Figure 4.20(a), and its corresponding 240× 135
color image, see Figure 4.20(b). From these images a refined dense depth map can be
obtained using the WJBF approach presented in Section 4.4.3. Then an up-sampling with
a simple nearest-neighbor interpolation of the dense depth map is performed. Hence a
new sparse depth map with a spatial resolution of 480× 270 pixel is obtained. After that
a depth jump detection is applied by using the same method for the detection of the flying
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Figure 4.21: Overview of the iterative super-resolution process.
pixels during the ToF pre-processing. Then the edge pixels are removed and the sparse
depth is filtered using again the WJBF with a new 480 × 270 guidance image, obtained
from the down-sampling of the color image. This procedure is repeated until the target
resolution is achieved, with a maximum spatial resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixel. Figure
4.22(a) shows the resulting super-resolved depth image obtained from the low-resolution
ToF depth of Figure 4.20(a).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.22: Iterative super-resolution results: (a) Iteratively up-sampled ToF depth map,
1920× 1080, (b) full resolution RGB image, 1920× 1080.
In particular is possible to notice the presence of black areas along the object borders.
These pixels are still undetermined after the super-resolution. In fact, a problem may
arise when all the pixels within the filter aperture which belongs to the same object do
not have a valid depth value (either for the depth map sparsity or for the removal of the
edge border). Then during the interpolation a threshold is applied to avoid that only
depth values from another object will be used.
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4.5.7 Stereo refinement
The last step in the super-resolution framework is the stereo refinement. This optional
refinement is used to exploit the information from the multiple cameras setup and in
particular to fill the pixels that are still undetermined after the iterative super-resolution
process. A graphical explanation of this post-processing procedure is provided in Figure
4.23. For each undetermined pixel pR with coordinates (xR, yR) in the 1920× 1080 refer-
Figure 4.23: Overview of the stereo refinement process: (Left) The depth map window in
an edge area with the undetermined pixels in white, (Center) the mapping of the reference
camera block with the unique and available depth values, (Right) the refined depth map
window.
ence color image is searched the conjugate point pT in the target color image. This search
is carried out by assigning to pR all the possible depths z1, z2, ..., z8 from the neighbors
pixels in a window centered in pR. The depth is used to map the correspondent reference
color image window to the target color image by means of Equation (4.14). Then for every
possible target color image window a similarity value, based on SSD, with the reference
window is calculated. Eventually the depth which provide the lowest SSD value is selected
as final depth for the undetermined pixel pR.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.24: Stereo refinement results: (a) Stereo refined ToF depth map, 1920 × 1080,
(b) JBF refined ToF depth map, 1920× 1080.
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Obviously this final post-processing refinement is used only in case that a second video-
camera is available. An alternative refinement based on a simple JBF (4.8) is also possible.
The difference between the two approaches is shown in Figure 4.24.
4.5.8 Experimental results
Different scenes have been acquired with the camera rig of Figure 4.14. The super-
resolution procedure explained in the previous Sections was applied to them. For each
scene are provided:
• The 200× 200 raw ToF depth image.
• The 1920× 1080 super-resolved depth image.
• The 1920× 1080 reference video-camera color image.
Moreover the following parameters were used:
• ToF pre-processing: The chosen kernel size was composed by 15×15 pixels, while
the range σr and spatial σs parameters were set to 3σToF (d) and 15. For the flying
pixels detection the standard deviation of the 200× 200 depth image was calculated
over a 3× 3 mask.
• Iterative depth super-resolution: For the WJBF a filter size of 31 × 31 and
15× 15 pixels were used respectively for the first and the subsequent iterations. In
fact in the first iteration a larger filter size is needed to fill all the undetermined
areas due to occlusions and flying pixels removal. In the following iterations the
depth has to be only refined, hence a smaller filter is more suitable. The spatial σs
and the two range parameters σr,FLAT and σr,EDGE were set to 15, 0.1 and 0.03.
• Refinement: For the stereo refinement the size of the window centered around the
undetermined pixel is 9× 9 pixel, while for the joint bilateral refinement a JBF with
a kernel size of 31× 31 pixels was applied only to the undefined pixels.
Pyramid
This scene presents a collection of objects, a box, two balls and a Buddha statue, ar-
ranged in a pyramidal fashion. The super-resolved depth shown in Figure 4.25(b) presents
smooth regions inside the objects and sharp depth discontinuities but one issue is evident
at the top of the brown box. In fact, due to the additional illumination, the corresponding
color saturate to white. Then it is not anymore possible to distinguish the top of the
box from the background and the filter assigns the background depth values to this area.
Nevertheless, looking at the ToF raw data (Figure 4.25(a)) it is possible to notice that the
top part of the box has a width of only 3 pixels, which are all flying pixels.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.25: Results of super-resolution on Pyramid : (a) Raw ToF depth map, 200× 200,
(b) super-resolved ToF depth map, 1920× 1080, (c) color camera image, 1920× 1080.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.26: Results of super-resolution on Elk : (a) Raw ToF depth map, 200× 200, (b)
super-resolved ToF depth map, 1920× 1080, (c) color camera image, 1920× 1080.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.27: Results of super-resolution on Lion: (a) Raw ToF depth map, 200× 200, (b)
super-resolved ToF depth map, 1920× 1080, (c) color camera image, 1920× 1080.
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In fact these values do not correspond to the correct depth but to a linear combination
between the background and the front of the box. Therefore a reconstruction in this area
is not possible.
Elk
This scene presents a wooden elk located at the top of a brown box. Even in this case
the top of the box can not be reconstructed due to the color saturation, see Figure 4.26(b).
On the other side is possible to appreciate, especially on the elk’s horns and the scarf, the
accuracy of the super-resolution. Moreover a small error is visible between the elk’s legs
which is due to the stereo refinement. After the iterative super-resolution procedure the
background area between the two legs is marked as undetermined. Then this is processed
with the stereo refinement. In particular in the upper region only disparity values which
belong to the elk are selected within the filter aperture and therefore the area is filled with
these values.
Lion
This scene presents a Chinese lion statue placed on a white stand. The related super-
resolution, shown in Figure 4.27(b), exhibits a quite precise reconstruction, in particular
along the object border. As it will be more visible in Section 6.4 the reconstruction
precision has an accuracy of about 3− 4 [cm]. Indeed the ToF noise standard deviation at
the considered distance is around 1 [cm] [24] and the accuracy after the filtering is related
to the three sigma rule described in Section 4.4.3.
4.6 Conclusions
The aim of this chapter was to combine the information from a ToF camera with a
stereo vision system in order to obtain high-resolution depth images. A super-resolution
approach based on joint bilateral filtering was developed. This was compared against
other state of the art methods in an ideal scenario, where only an additive Gaussian noise
was considered. Then this method was also tested in a real scenario. For this purpose a
complete super-resolution framework was presented. An oﬄine camera rig calibration was
initially used to obtain the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the cameras. Then a ToF
depth image pre-processing procedure based on experimental camera noise measurements
was performed. This was suitable to reduce the noise of the acquired depth map and to
detect the flying pixels. Eventually, an iterative approach based on the bilateral filtering
developed in the ideal scenario was used to increase the ToF depth resolution up to the
color camera resolution. The final results show a high-resolution depth image, with a
strong reduction of the noise thanks to the filtering procedure, and with sharp edges due
to the additional information coming from the color image.
Chapter 5
Combined motion and disparity
estimation
5.1 Introduction
In the recent years there has been considerable interest in recovering 3D motion in
stereo image sequences. In [63, 64] Min et al. estimate the dense disparity associated
to the following time instance by using the constraint between motion and disparity in
stereo image sequence. Indeed thanks to the vector projection they are able to obtain an
initial disparity that can be consequently refined. In particular, they consider a sequence
of rectified images and for both the motion and disparity estimation they solve the Euler-
Lagrange equation. In [65, 66] the authors reverse the problem. They assume the actual
disparity as known and they jointly estimate the motion and the disparity related to the
next frame. In [67] Valgaert et al. extend the problem to an uncalibrated stereo pair.
They assume that the stereo rig does not change over time and consequently there exist
a constant fundamental matrix which describes the epipolar geometry. Eventually they
process the four estimations at once with a joint energy functional. In this Chapter we
propose a method to estimate both the disparities and the MVFs. Moreover we do not
follow the method described in [67] due to its computational complexity. Specifically four
hierarchical estimations are processed in which at every estimation level a consistency be-
tween the estimated vectors is calculated. This information is then used in the subsequent
iterations to obtain a final result that is robust and precise at the same time. The single
estimation system based on a hierarchical evolution of the method shown in Chapter 2,
which tries to address the aperture problem, is described in Section 5.2. Then the concept
of round trip check is explained in Section 5.3. This is then used as quality evaluation
of the estimation and permits to perform a more selective decision within the iterative
process. In addition the results are evaluated in two different datasets, the Middlebury for
optical flow [18] and the KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite [68]. Eventually we draw some
conclusions in Section 5.5.
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5.2 Independent estimations
In contrast to the methods presented in [63–66] we do not suppose a rectified stereo
sequence. Moreover we do not even assume a constant fundamental matrix over time as in
[67]. Then, as already mentioned in Chapter 3, with these constraints the estimation of the
disparity is similar to the motion estimation. Indeed when the two images are not rectified
a two dimensional displacement field has to be found. In total, we consider four types of two
dimensional correspondences estimations: two motion estimations between consecutive
frames of the same camera and two bi-dimensional disparity estimations between the left
and right cameras at time t and t + 1. For this purpose an evolution of the method
proposed in Chapter 2 can be used. The block based RS estimation provides a flexible
and low computational complexity estimation. It should also be noticed that this can be
included into the semi-global algorithms. In fact the estimation is performed minimizing
the combination of a similarity function with an implicit smoothness constraint. This
is integrated in the algorithm by means of the predictors choice, the updates range and
the associated penalties. Eventually, thanks to the recursion, the minimization is semi-
globally processed. Unfortunately a simple block based RS estimation presents two main
drawbacks. The first is related to the convergence of the algorithm. Indeed there is no
a priori information on the disparity or motion vectors range. This problem was not
noticeable in Chapter 3 since the vectors in the Middlebury database for optical flow [18]
present a low magnitude. Vice versa when we consider a high resolution sequence the
vectors range can be sufficiently large to do not permit the convergence with only the
intra frame recursion. This also justifies the temporal recursion inside the estimation.
The second problem is related to the well known aperture problem and is explained in
Table 5.1. The size of the block is related to the algorithm accuracy and reliability. A
Table 5.1: Aperture problem: advantages and disadvantages in the block size selection.
Larger block size Smaller block size
Stable estimation X Precise assignment X
Object borders problem X Wrong minima problem X
larger block size provides a more stable estimation since it has more chances to include
intensity differences but it may not follow correctly the object borders. With a smaller
block a more precise assignment is possible but a wrong minimum is more easily found.
Both problems can be attenuated by means of a hierarchical approach [69]. In fact the
multiple estimation increases the possibility to locate large displacement and different
block sizes can be used. At the coarse level large blocks provide a rough but reliable
estimation which can be consequently refined with smaller blocks. In particular, as it is
shown in Figure 5.1, the search range should also be reduced along the iterations to avoid
wrong minima. Of course the hierarchical estimation has the disadvantage of an increased
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Figure 5.1: Block size in hierarchical estimation, from coarse to fine: the block size b
decrease at every iteration as well as the search range d.
computational cost. Considering only independent estimations the hierarchical framework
for the estimation of the 3D motion is depicted in Figure 5.2. We refers to it as combined
motion and disparity estimation (CoMEDE). To improve the quality of the estimations
it is important that the calculated motions and the disparities are consistent. This can
be achieved by exploiting the spatial and temporal dependencies in the image sequence
throughout the estimation process. In particular a method based on a local consistency
between the estimations is described in the following Section.
Figure 5.2: CoMEDE framework: Hierarchical estimation.
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5.3 Dependent estimations: round trip check
In case of multiple estimations the spatial and temporal dependencies can be used to
increase the quality of the results. In [67] Valgaert et al. closely couple all the estimations
by means of a joint energy functional. This lead to the drawback of a high computational
cost. In case of a simple block based RS the complexity of the problem increases exponen-
tially. We can describe a single estimation as a tree where the root is the block for which
the vector has to be estimated. From the root a first level of branches correspond to the
different predictors, while a second level can be seen as the vector updates. Eventually the
final candidates, that have to be compared with the root, coincide with the tree leaves.
When another estimation is concatenated with the first a new tree is consequently asso-
ciated to every leaf position. In case of a 3D motion in stereo image sequences the final
number of leaves becomes a power of a factor four. This produces an undesirable growth of
the computational cost that we want to avoid. Then a looser consistency between the esti-
mations has to be considered. For this purpose we propose the framework shown in Figure
5.3. This extends the one of Figure 5.2 by taking advantage of the hierarchical process in
Figure 5.3: CoMEDE with RTC framework: Hierarchical estimation.
the single estimations. Specifically after every iteration a local vector consistency (LVC)
inside all the displacement fields and a round trip check (RTC) between all the estimations
are calculated. Then we will refer to the framework as CoMEDE RTC. The LVC is used
to locate the object borders and consists in a bi-dimensional first derivative filtering of the
estimated vector fields. The RTC correspond to a sequence of vector projections along
a Hamiltonian path as the one shown in Figure 5.4. Representing as (dx(·), dy(·)) and
(vx(·), vy(·)) the two dimensional displacements of a disparity and a motion estimation,
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Figure 5.4: Round trip check: When the vector are correctly estimated the sum of all the
vector projections should arrive to the original position.
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(5.1)
Then the estimated displacements are likely correct when the position after a round trip
is close to the starting point:{
dx(t) + vx(R) + dx(t+ 1) + vx(L) = RTCx < 
dy(t) + vy(R) + dy(t+ 1) + vy(L) = RTCy < .
(5.2)
Many circumstances can invalidate a similarity evaluation (e.g., different light conditions,
smooth regions, non-Lambertian surfaces). Indeed due to the image differences it is not
always true that the minimization of a matching criterion corresponds to a correct esti-
mation. A comparison between the RTC error and the SAD error is shown in Figure 5.5.
It is possible to see how the SAD error map has a high value in the textured areas of
the leafs or in the rocks, while the error is not noticeable in case of smooth regions along
vector changes. The RTC error map provides a low value in the textured areas, since
in this regions the vector can be uniquely determined, and a high error in the occluded
areas around the object borders. Of course the RTC can be directly minimized by using
a close coupling constraint as in [67] or indirectly minimized by a RTC based selection of
the predictors in the subsequent block based RS estimations. In particular we propose to
combine the RTC and the LVC informations and to select the predictors of the subsequent
estimation as it is shown in Figure 5.6. Since the RTC calculates a global consistency be-
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: Comparison of SAD and RTC: (a) SAD error map superimposed to the image,
(b) RTC error map superimposed to the image.
tween all the displacement fields, in case of a high RTC it is not possible to derive which
estimation produced the error. Then we decided to follow a conservative approach and to
apply the usual RS scheme (Figure 5.6(a)) in presence of a high RTC. In case of a low
RTC the LVC information is used to detect the object borders. When the LVC is low we
can assume that we are inside an object and only predictors from the previous estimation
are used (Figure 5.6(b)). In particular also the search range is reduced since the previous
iteration’s vectors should provide a more reliable estimation value due to the bigger block
size. This is not true in case of a high LVC. Indeed estimation along the objects borders
has to be refined and this is carried out with the predictor scheme shown in Figure 5.6(c).
SP1
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TP1
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(a)
TP2
TP1
CTP3
TP5
TP4
(b)
SP1
SP2
TP2
CTP1
(c)
Figure 5.6: Selection of the predictors based on the RTC and LVC: based on a conservative
approach we decided to use (a) the usual RS scheme in case of a high RTC, (b) a set of
predictors from the previous iteration in case of a low RTC and a high LVC, and when
both the RTC and the LVC are low (c) the usual RS scheme with in addition the temporal
predictor at the current block position due to its related low RTC.
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5.4 Experimental results
In order to prove the effectiveness of the RTC we tested the hierarchical estimation
with and without this constraint. Moreover two matching criteria were also considered,
the SAD and the BCC. The test was made on the Middlebury database [18] and in the
KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite [68]. It should also be noticed that, for this evaluation,
no temporal consistency, as in Section 2.6, was used.
5.4.1 Middlebury database for Optical Flow
As already mentioned in Section 2.6, the Middlebury database for optical flow [18]
provides a set of different sequences with an available ground truth MVF related to the
fourth frame. In particular, since the sequences are related to only one view, the scheme
shown in Figure 5.4 is reduced to a two frames estimation. Then the only available
Hamiltonian path is related to the trivial forward backward consistency check. Moreover
for the BCC a search range of 7×3 pixels for the first iteration was considered. The results
of the objective evaluation are shown in Figure 5.7 for the AE and the EE respectively.
As in Chapter 2 both the metrics present a similar trend. The results based on the BCC
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Figure 5.7: Results comparison CoMEDE system: (a) Angular error results, (b) Absolute
flow endpoint error results.
provide, in general, a more precise estimation and the accuracy is increased with the
RTC constraint. Moreover thanks to this constraint the BCC drawback of a slightly more
noisy estimation in the homogeneous regions is reduced. This is particularly evident in
the Rubber Whale sequence shown in Figures 5.8(e) and 5.8(f). Also for the SAD based
estimation the RTC causes noticeable benefits in the Rubber Whale sequence. Figure
5.8(c) and 5.8(d) show how the RTC constraint avoids a wrong minimum in the upper
smooth area of the rotated D.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.8: Results comparison in RubberWhale sequence, (a) Original image, (b) Ground
truth MVF, (c) MVF for CoMEDE with SAD matching, (d) MVF for CoMEDE with RTC
constraint and SAD matching, (e) MVF for CoMEDE with BCC matching and (f) MVF
for CoMEDE with RTC constraint and BCC matching.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.9: Results comparison in Grove2 sequence, (a) Original image, (b) Ground truth
MVF, (c) MVF for CoMEDE with SAD matching, (d) MVF for CoMEDE with RTC
constraint and SAD matching, (e) MVF for CoMEDE with BCC matching and (f) MVF
for CoMEDE with RTC constraint and BCC matching.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.10: Results comparison in Grove3 sequence, (a) Original image, (b) Ground
truth MVF, (c) MVF for CoMEDE with SAD matching, (d) MVF for CoMEDE with
RTC constraint and SAD matching, (e) MVF for CoMEDE with BCC matching and (f)
MVF for CoMEDE with RTC constraint and BCC matching.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.11: Results comparison in Hydrangea sequence, (a) Original image, (b) Ground
truth MVF, (c) MVF for CoMEDE with SAD matching, (d) MVF for CoMEDE with
RTC constraint and SAD matching, (e) MVF for CoMEDE with BCC matching and (f)
MVF for CoMEDE with RTC constraint and BCC matching.
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5.4.2 KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite
The KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite [68] provides a set of different stereo sequences.
These sequences were formed by two frames of rectified images and a sparse ground truth
for both the disparities and MVFs is also available. Then the RTC follows the Hamiltonian
path shown in Figure 5.4. The results are shown in Figure 5.12(a) and 5.12(b) for the
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Figure 5.12: Results comparison CoMEDE system: (a) Mean absolute error results, (b)
Percentage of correctly estimated pixels, with threshold th = 3.
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MAE and Out-Noc (with a threshold of three pixels) metrics respectively. It is possible
to see that again the RTC improves the resulting estimation, in general for the MAE and
for all the sequences considering the Out-Noc metrics. In particular the application of
the RTC constraint is quite evident in the BCC matching since also all the MAE results
improve with the RTC constraint. Indeed with the 1 bit estimation and the reduction of
the block size in the hierarchical approach, a wrong minimum is more easily found than
with the SAD based matching criteria. It should also be noticed that the gain related to
the RTC application is more significative than in the Middlebury database. In fact, in the
KITTI database the range of the displacements is considerably higher and the estimations
are more prone to errors. Moreover, as it is shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.15, with the BCC
it is even possible to match the fine structures of the tarmac. It should also be noticed that
no assumption were done on the disparity range or in the disparity direction. Moreover
the estimated disparity was not restricted to a mono-dimensional case. This, of course,
are limitations which can definitely be used to improve the final results.
5.5 Conclusions and future work
In this Chapter an algorithm for the joint motion and disparity estimation was de-
scribed. Every single estimation was performed by using the present state of the art
methods. The different iterations are carried out in coarse to fine fashion, in which the
block size as well as the search range decrease at every step. Then the concept of RTC and
LVC were introduced. In order to maintain an acceptable computational cost the RTC was
minimized modifying the implicit smoothness constraint of a RS algorithm provided by
the predictors choice. The resulting joint estimation was tested against the independent
estimations to prove its validity. It should also be noticed that the proposed implementa-
tion follows a conservative approach. Indeed the RTC information is used only to prevent
possible errors in the subsequent iterations. Further investigations should be carried out
to verify if the combination of the informations provided by the LVC and RTC can be used
to identify which estimation produced the error. Another possible improvement is related
to a possible estimation of the fundamental matrix for the disparity estimation. After the
first estimation level in the hierarchical process, the RTC can be used to provide to every
displacement a reliability value. Then, from the most reliable values the fundamental
matrix can be inferred and used in the subsequent estimations to increase the algorithm
robustness.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5.13: Results comparison in 023 sequence, (a) Original image, (b) Ground truth
disparity, (c) Disparity for CoMEDE with SAD matching, (d) Disparity for CoMEDE with
RTC constraint and SAD matching, (e) Disparity for CoMEDE with BCC matching and
(f) Disparity for CoMEDE with RTC constraint and BCC matching.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5.14: Results comparison in 068 sequence, (a) Original image, (b) Ground truth
disparity, (c) Disparity for CoMEDE with SAD matching, (d) Disparity for CoMEDE with
RTC constraint and SAD matching, (e) Disparity for CoMEDE with BCC matching and
(f) Disparity for CoMEDE with RTC constraint and BCC matching.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5.15: Results comparison in 095 sequence, (a) Original image, (b) Ground truth
disparity, (c) Disparity for CoMEDE with SAD matching, (d) Disparity for CoMEDE with
RTC constraint and SAD matching, (e) Disparity for CoMEDE with BCC matching and
(f) Disparity for CoMEDE with RTC constraint and BCC matching.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5.16: Results comparison in 193 sequence, (a) Original image, (b) Ground truth
disparity, (c) Disparity for CoMEDE with SAD matching, (d) Disparity for CoMEDE with
RTC constraint and SAD matching, (e) Disparity for CoMEDE with BCC matching and
(f) Disparity for CoMEDE with RTC constraint and BCC matching.

Chapter 6
Application to 3D reconstruction
6.1 Introduction
The 3D reconstruction of a scene or object is one of the most important and challeng-
ing topic in computer vision. In this field many different methods have been proposed.
These can be divided in active [52, 70, 71], passive [72–76] and hybrid procedures [77, 78].
Active methods refer to a large number of hardware devices based on laser scanners [70],
structured light [71] or time-of-flight systems [52]. Since these systems provide already
a geometry estimation, a relatively high effort was spent for the fusion of the different
views into a single 3D geometry [79]. While some automatic registration schemes have
been proposed [80] this is still an issue far from being solved and generally it requires
a considerable human interaction. Passive approaches permit the 3D reconstruction of
a scene or object geometry using only pictures. One of the first methods was based on
shape-from-silhouette [72] but relies on the segmentation and camera calibration accuracy.
Recently many new procedures have been developed. In Bundler [73] the authors use a
modified version of the Sparse Bundle Adjustment package of Lourakis and Argyros [81]
to estimate the camera positions and to obtain a sparse scene geometry. A similar ap-
proach is used in Microsoft Photosynth [74] which permits a 3D reconstruction based on a
large collection of pictures available on the web. Other available methods are the Autocad
123D [75] and the 3DF Zephyr PRO [76]. In particular with [75] is possible to upload pic-
tures of an object in a cloud system that consequently calculates the associated geometry.
Hybrid methods try to combine the informations given by an active and passive systems.
In [77] the authors combines the color image and the depth data provided by a Microsoft
Kinect [55]. In particular they use the color information to improve the different views
registration. Another example is the kickstarter project Lynx [78]. This is a tablet shape
stand-alone system which combine a 3D depth sensor with a standard color camera to
obtain a 3D mesh model of the recorded space.
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In this Chapter we provide an overview on how a dense estimation can support a 3D
reconstruction method. Furthermore also the ToF super-resolution method presented in
Chapter 4 are considered. In particular the work that will be described is the outcome of
a collaboration with the Technical University of Dortmund (TUDo) and with the German
Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) of Kaiserslauten. In Section 6.2 an
overview of the proposed framework for the 3D reconstruction is presented. Specifically,
the system is firstly analyzed in a reduced environment where only two views are consid-
ered. This is used to evaluate the results of the dense estimation based on the combination
of the CoMEDE system of Chapter 5 and the OF method of TUDo. Then, in Section 6.3
the system is extended to a multiview scenario to achieve the reconstruction of complete
objects. A possible support of a ToF camera, specifically as depth initialization and seg-
mentation, is analyzed in Section 6.4. Eventually, in Section 6.5 some conclusions and a
possible future work are outlined.
The methods presented in this chapter were applied for two patents in [82, 83]. Further-
more, parts of the work described here has already been published by O. Wasenmueller in
his MSc thesis [84].
6.2 System explanation
The overview of the 3D reconstruction framework is shown in Figure 6.1. The system
permits the reconstruction of a 3D pointcloud from two not calibrated cameras. Firstly the
Figure 6.1: Framework for the 3D reconstruction with two cameras.
salient points of the images are extracted and matched to perform a subsequent camera
calibration. Then the two images are passed to the dense estimator. This produces
a similarity map in the form of disparity. It is important to notice that in the dense
estimation the images are not rectified and consequently the disparity is provided both
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for horizontal and vertical directions. Eventually the triangulation process is performed.
This is an adaptation of the procedure presented in [85] and takes into account the camera
lens distortion.
6.2.1 Camera calibration
The camera calibration is divided in two different steps due to the different way in
which the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are estimated.
Intrinsic parameter estimation
The target scenario of the application is the reconstruction of 3D object from a set
of different images captured with the same camera. Then the intrinsic parameters can
be estimated oﬄine to obtain a more robust calculation. For this purpose the method
proposed in [22] was considered. This uses the planar dot pattern with 64 uniquely placed
dots that was already shown in Figure 4.15.
Extrinsic parameter estimation
Due to the applicative scenario the extrinsic parameters can not be estimated in ad-
vance. Then for every image a set of salient points are found. Specifically the SIFT [86]
or the SURF [87] descriptors are considered. These are consequently processed with the
Robust-Matcher algorithm described in [88] to find the corresponding feature points be-
tween the two images. This is performed in a symmetrical fashion to remove the possible
outliers and form a set of n pairs. With this set it is possible to calculate the fundamental
matrix as it is explained in [85].
6.2.2 CoMEDE and Optical Flow combination
Between the two cameras a dense correspondence estimation is carried out. This is
obtained combining the CoMEDE procedure explained in Chapter 5 with the OF of the
University of Dortmund. As it is summarized in Table 6.1 the two techniques present
complementary features. With a RS based estimation it is possible to estimate large
Table 6.1: Advantages and disadvantages of RS based and OF based approaches: The two
systems can be considered complementary.
Recursive Search Optical Flow
Assignment resolution
X X
(Block based) (Pixel based)
Large displacement estimation X X
Vector precision
X X
(Integer resolution) (Float resolution)
Computational complexity X X
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correspondence vectors but only one vector per block is assigned to the output field.
Furthermore, in case no interpolation is applied, the accuracy of the estimation is limited
to integer accuracy. With an OF method it is possible to compute floating point accurate
correspondence vectors for each pixel of the input image, but the estimation is limited to
rather small correspondence vectors. This issue is generally addressed in literature with
an initialization based on features to provide some anchor points for the subsequent OF
estimation. Unfortunately a feature based initialization provides only a too sparse flow
initialization and usually a trade-off between the number of features and their reliability
has to be chosen. Eventually an OF system has a higher computational complexity than
a RS based one. Then with the CoMEDE system we are able to provide a full dense
and reliable flow initialization to a subsequent OF approach achieving at the same time a
really precise estimation which is able to track large displacements. This is supported by
the results that will be provided in Section 6.2.3. In particular the CoMEDE system is
based on the BCC matching criteria and follow the RTC constraint. Specifically, since only
two images are used, the only available Hamiltonian path is the trivial forward, backward
consistency check. Then the OF used is an evolution of the Lucas & Kanade [4]. This is
performed on the image color gradient in an iterative fashion.
6.2.3 Results
To prove the accuracy of the combination between the CoMEDE system with the OF
we experimentally tested the MVF estimation on the Middlebury database [18]. Regarding
the CoMEDE system the parameters are the same used in Section 5.4. The results, shown
in Figure 6.2 in terms of objective evaluation and in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 for the MVF of
sequences RubberWhale and Grove2 respectively, illustrate how the combination of the
two methods generally outperforms their single application.
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Figure 6.2: Results comparison of CoMEDE system and OF: (a) Angular error results,
(b) Absolute flow endpoint error results.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 6.3: Results comparison in RubberWhale sequence, (a) Original image, (b) Ground
truth MVF, (c) MVF for CoMEDE with RTC constraint and BCC matching, (d) MVF
for Hierarchical OF of TUDo, (d) MVF for CoMEDE with RTC constraint and BCC
matching and OF.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 6.4: Results comparison in Grove2 sequence, (a) Original image, (b) Ground truth
MVF, (c) MVF for CoMEDE with RTC constraint and BCC matching, (d) MVF for
Hyerarchical OF of Uni Dortmund, (d) MVF for CoMEDE with RTC constraint and BCC
matching and OF.
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In particular for the CoMEDE approach is not really possible to achieve an average
absolute flow endpoint error in a sequence that is lower than 0.3 pixels. This is due to
the integer pixel resolution of the estimation. On the other way by using the CoMEDE
estimation as anchor point for a subsequent OF is definitely possible to improve the results
with a final floating point resolution of the MVF. Another visual example of the benefit
provided by the combination of the two techniques is shown in Figure 6.5. This Figure
shows the results of the 3D reconstruction based on two views. As it was expected a
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.5: Results comparison in two view 3D reconstruction, (a) Features based 3D
reconstruction, (b) University of Dortmund OF based 3D reconstruction, (c) CoMEDE
based 3D reconstruction, (d) combination of CoMEDE and University of Dortmund OF
based 3D reconstruction.
dense correspondence estimation (Figures 6.5(b), (c) and (d)) produces a much more
complete reconstruction than a feature based one (Figure 6.5(a)). Moreover is possible to
notice how a OF based 3D reconstruction (Figure 6.5(b)) permits a really smooth surface
reconstruction but fails to estimate the correct depth in case of high displacements. Vice
versa in the CoMEDE based reconstruction (Figure 6.5(c)) the calculated depth is correct
but it is possible to notice that it is formed by a set of slices which are due to the integer
pixel accuracy. Finally with the combination of the two techniques (Figure 6.5(d)) is
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possible to achieve a reconstruction that is really precise and accurate. Obviously some
outliers may occur, this is in particular true at the borders of the estimation where the
object rotation is higher. In general these can be removed with a consistency check that
will be explained when the extension to a multiview scenario will be presented in Section
6.3. In Figure 6.6 it is also shown another example of 3D reconstruction based on two
views. In particular the Figure shows the differences between the usage of a SAD based
(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: Results comparison in two view 3D reconstruction based on the combination of
CoMEDE and University of Dortmund OF, (a) SAD matching criteria, (b) BCC matching
criteria.
and a BCC based matching criteria. When multiple pictures are shot from different angles
the results are prone to have illumination changes. Then with a SAD based estimation it
is not possible to obtain a correct correspondence match. On the contrary thanks to the
proposed BBC is possible to extract the fine texture that is quite unique in the human
skin.
6.3 Multiple images
The extension to a multiple image framework is shown in Figure 6.7. Specifically the
feature extraction and the camera calibration follow the same procedures already explained
in the stereo scenario. The camera positions information is therefore used to feed pairwise
the images into the dense estimator. Then an optional color based segmentation can be
used to identify the object to be reconstructed. Eventually, before the final triangulation,
a consistency check between all the dense estimation is applied [84].
6.3.1 Color based segmentation
When the target of the 3D reconstruction is an object which presents a color that
differs from the background a segmentation can be applied to reduce the dense estimation
results and consequently the final number of points that have to be triangulated. An
initial over-segmentation is obtained by means of the Mean-shift algorithm [89] applied
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Figure 6.7: Framework for the 3D reconstruction with multiple cameras.
in the CIELab color space. Then the segments are merged together with a K-means [90]
clustering where k = 2. Finally the dense estimation associated to the object cluster
is extracted and used in the following Correspondence Chaining procedure. Moreover it
should be noticed that the Mean-shift algorithm can be easily extended to the combination
of non uniform spaces [19], e.g., color, reliability or the dense estimation.
6.3.2 Correspondence Chaining
In a two view reconstruction each 3D point is obtained from a couple of 2D points. Due
to the extension into a multi-view reconstruction, multiple 2D points refer to a single 3D
point. This allows a wider triangulation angle and a consequent more precise estimation
of the 3D point position. Since the applied dense estimation provides correspondences
between image pairs, different chains can be built by linking together consecutive estima-
tions. These chains are formed consequently to a validity check based on the reprojection
error or on an extended round trip check [84]. The Correspondence Chaining produces
two main advantages for the subsequent triangulation. First, it merges together the linked
points reducing the final pointcloud and consequently the related processing time. Second,
it removes outliers for the subsequent triangulation. In fact the chains with an associated
length equal to two or less are removed since they usually refer to a wrong dense estimation
or occlusion.
6.3.3 Results
In our experiments the two different datasets shown in Figure 6.8 where considered.
For both cases a white background was used and after every shot the object was manually
rotated to obtain a random rotation angle between the consecutive images. The first
dataset presents a set of 27 images of a Chinese Lion reproduction while the second is
formed by 29 images representing the Civetta sculpture of Gino Cortelazzo [91]. For these
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.8: Datasets for the 3D reconstruction, (a) Lion, (b) Civetta sculpture of Gino
Cortelazzo [91].
objects a ground truth is available. For the Lion this was obtained with the ORCAM
system in DFKI [71] while for the Civetta a NextEngine 3D laser scanner [70] was used.
Finally the graphical results of the proposed reconstruction are shown in Figures 6.9(a),
6.9(d), 6.10(a) and 6.10(d). Specifically, after the framework depicted in Figure 6.7 the
system provides a dense pointcloud. Due to its density a mesh can be calculated. For this
purpose the Poisson based meshing procedure available in [92] was used, see Figures 6.9(b),
6.9(e), 6.10(b) and 6.10(e). Finally, the textures can be mapped to the meshes obtaining
the results shown in Figures 6.9(c), 6.9(f), 6.10(c) and 6.10(f). In order to obtain an
objective evaluation the ground truths and the reconstructed objects have to be aligned.
In particular, since the distance between the cameras is not know, the objects can be only
reconstructed up to a multiplicative constant. Then between the two models there is not
only a roto-translation transformation but also a scaling factor. To overcome this issue
the point based glueing of MeshLab [92] was used. In this method a set of n conjugate
points have to be marked manually. Unfortunately this method is prone to errors but it is
suitable for the scaling factor estimation. A final alignment is obtained by iterative closest
point (ICP) [93]. Then the shortest distances between the points of the reference and the
reconstructed surfaces were calculated. A threshold of 1 [cm] as maximum distance was
also set. This limits the error in case that the related ground truth is not complete, as in
the Civetta dataset, or there are points in the object itself that can not be reconstructed,
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e.g., the bottom of the object in both the datasets.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 6.9: 3D reconstruction of the Lion dataset, (a) Pointcloud, front view, (b) Mesh,
front view, (c) Textured mesh, front view, (d) Pointcloud, back view, (e) Mesh, back view,
(f) Textured mesh, back view.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 6.10: 3D reconstruction of the Civetta dataset, (a) Pointcloud, front view, (b)
Mesh, front view, (c) Textured mesh, front view, (d) Pointcloud, back view, (e) Mesh,
back view, (f) Textured mesh, back view.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h)
Figure 6.11: 3D reconstruction of the Lion dataset, front view: (a) Ground truth mesh, (c)
Reconstructed mesh with Autocad123D, (d) Reconstructed mesh with 3DF Zephyr PRO,
(e) Reconstructed mesh with the proposed method, back view: (b) Ground truth mesh, (f)
Reconstructed mesh with Autocad123D, (g) Reconstructed mesh with 3DF Zephyr PRO,
(h) Reconstructed mesh with the proposed method.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h)
Figure 6.12: 3D reconstruction of the Civetta dataset, front view: (a) Ground truth mesh,
(c) Reconstructed mesh with Autocad123D, (d) Reconstructed mesh with 3DF Zephyr
PRO, (e) Reconstructed mesh with the proposed method, back view: (b) Ground truth
mesh, (f) Reconstructed mesh with Autocad123D, (g) Reconstructed mesh with 3DF
Zephyr PRO, (h) Reconstructed mesh with the proposed method.
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Table 6.2: 3D reconstruction of the Lion dataset.
Method RMS Error RMS Error %
Autocad 123D [75] 1.340 [mm] 0.433%
3DF Zephyr PRO [76] 1.479 [mm] 0.478%
Proposed 1.285 [mm] 0.415%
Table 6.3: 3D reconstruction of the Civetta dataset.
Method RMS Error RMS Error %
Autocad 123D [75] 1.646 [mm] 0.268%
3DF Zephyr PRO [76] 1.481 [mm] 0.241%
Proposed 1.454 [mm] 0.236%
The results in term of RMS error and the related percentage calculated with respect
to the bounding box diagonal are reported in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. With all the methods
an accuracy between 1 − 2 [mm] is achieved. Then due to the ambiguity in the object
alignment we can only assume that all the method present comparable results. Moreover
a visual presentation of the results is available in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. The first noticeable
difference between the methods is the mesh density. This is particular evident in the Lion
dataset. The meshes in the Autocad123D based 3D reconstruction are quite large, see
Figure 6.11(c), while for the proposed method, see Figure 6.11(e), as well for the 3DF
Zephyr PRO, see Figure 6.11(d), the density is even higher than the related ground truth,
see Figure 6.11(a). To this density is also associated a richness of details. In particular
it is possible to see that we are even able to reconstruct the mane of the lion, see Figure
6.11(h). On the other side when the calibration and the dense estimation do not share
the same precision there could be some problem in the triangulation. In particular this
could lead to the formation of multiple overlapped surfaces in the pointcoulds. Then the
Poisson based meshing tries to follow all these point based surfaces resulting in a nubby
set of meshes as in the top back of the Lion, see Figure 6.11(e). This problem is already
reduced thanks to the correspondence chaining [84] but is still an open issue that should
be addressed in future works.
6.4 ToF support
An initial investigation on a possible ToF support for the 3D reconstruction was also
considered. The overview of the developed framework, which extends the stereo one shown
in Figure 6.1, is depicted in Figure 6.13. The array composed by the ToF and color cameras
is now considered as input, specifically only the camera 1© and 3© are considered to take
advantage of a wider baseline. Then the depth super-resolution proposed in Chapter
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Figure 6.13: Framework for the 3D reconstruction based on the ToF and cameras array.
4 is carried out. This can be used as initialization of the subsequent dense estimation
and to perform a foreground-background segmentation which extracts the object to be
reconstructed. For the dense estimation initialization the depth has to be firstly mapped
into disparity. This can be calculated as:{
dx(xRGB1 , yRGB1) = xRGB1 − xRGB3
dy(xRGB1 , yRGB1) = yRGB1 − yRGB3
(6.1)
where the following relation between every couple of associated points (xRGB1 , yRGB1) and
(xRGB3 , yRGB3) holds,
xRGB3yRGB3
1
 =
x
′
RGB3
/zRGB3
y′RGB3/zRGB3
1
 = KRGB3 [R|t]
KRGB1
−1
xRGB1 · zRGB1yRGB1 · zRGB1
zRGB1

1
 . (6.2)
In particular zRGB1 is the output of the depth super-resolution processed into camera 1©
and the KRGB1 , KRGB3 and [R|t] are the intrinsic and extrinsic cameras parameters. The
ToF based segmentation is similar to the procedure already explained in Section 6.3.1.
A Mean-shift on the super-resolved depth provides an initial over-segmentation which is
subsequently densified in two clusters applying a k-means with k = 2. The results are
shown in Figure 6.14. Specifically, Figure 6.14(a) shows the 3D reconstruction based on
the ToF depth super-resolved only. Is possible to see that the procedure explained in
Chapter 4 is able to provide a quite accurate super-resolved depth map. Unfortunately
this is limited by the ToF resolution and is further reduced with the filtering in the super-
resolution process. On the other hand the accuracy along the object border is quite high
and therefore it is suitable to divide the foreground from the background and to obtain
the 3D reconstruction depicted in Figure 6.14(b). Finally the dense estimation explained
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in Section 6.2.2 is able to increase the depth resolution of the final 3D reconstruction, see
Figure 6.14(c).
6.5 Conclusion and future work
In this Chapter a novel method for the 3D reconstruction from a set of not calibrated
images was presented. This was obtained merging the 3D reconstruction framework of the
DFKI with the CoMEDE system and the OF of the TUDo. It was demonstrated that the
combination of the CoMEDE and the OF outperforms the single estimations. This was
proved by an objective evaluation based on the Middlebury database for optical flow [18]
and a subjective evaluation of the two view 3D reconstruction. Then the extension to
a multiview framework was introduced. This is suitable for an accurate reconstruction
of objects and achieves comparable results with the present state of the art. Finally, an
initial integration of the ToF based super-resolution presented in Chapter 4 is proposed.
While the results prove the possibility of a quite precise reconstruction, some possible
improvements are possible. One of the main problem in the current 3D reconstruction
implementation is that the calibration and the estimation precision do not match. This
may produce nubby meshes as in the top back of the Lion. A possible solution could be
to perform the camera calibration by means of the dense estimation only. Specifically,
an initial feature based calibration [94] could detect the neighbor images. After that all
the dense estimations between the couples are processed, the correspondence chaining can
be applied. Eventually, only the longest and consequently reliable chains can be used
for the camera calibration. The results would be a pointcloud where the 3D points and
the camera calibration are jointly optimized [84]. Another possible improvement is in the
dense estimation. At the current status the OF is used as refinement step of the CoMEDE
estimation to obtain a pixel based estimation with float accuracy. Then a more close
combination between the CoMEDE and the OF systems should be studied. Regarding
the ToF estimation this should be more deeply integrated in the system. In particular
this should be extended to a multi-position camera array for which the calibration within
the array is fixed while the motion is calculated inside the 3D reconstruction. Finally
the whole system should be more flexible. At the current status the multiple views 3D
reconstruction impose that the sequence of pictures follow a circular order. This should
be extended to a graph structure in which the images are unordered and they can have
multiple predecessors and successors [84].
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.14: Results comparison in ToF based 3D reconstruction, (a) ToF depth super-
resolved only, (b) ToF depth super-resolved and ToF based segmentation, (c) ToF depth
super-resolved and CoMEDE with OF after ToF based segmentation.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
This thesis provides an overview of the research that was done along the three years
of the Ph.D. studies in the field of motion and disparity estimations. We start our study
in Chapter 2 by introducing the problem of motion estimation. Two contributions are
described in this field. The first is a novel matching criterion based on a cross correlation
between frames beforehand binarized. This significantly reduces the computational cost
while maintaining comparable results with respect to a standard recursive search method.
The second contribution refers to a parallel algorithm which is suitable for a GPU based
implementation. In Chapter 3 we consider the disparity estimation problem. We propose
an oﬄine processing based on a possible user interaction to improve the final quality of
the Simple Tree stereo algorithm [2]. This method shows the possibility to align the
disparity edges with the object borders by using a feedback loop in the smoothness cost
of the algorithm. Further studies should be done in order to adapt the framework to an
automatic disparity refinement. In Chapter 4 we consider the combination of active and
passive systems for the purpose of geometry estimation. We propose an algorithm for the
super-resolution of a ToF depth map driven by a high resolution RGB camera. Specifically
we develop the method and compare it with the state of the art approaches in a controlled
scenario. Numerical results show that we are able to outperforms the other methods, in
particular with an increasing level of noise. The procedure is then adapted to a real set of
data and it permits to achieve an accurate and high resolution depth map. In Chapter 5
we consider the problem of a joint motion and disparity estimation. We introduce a quality
evaluation with the concept of RTC and we use this to loosely couple a set of independent
estimations With this solution we try to address the aperture problem and to obtain a
more robust estimation. This is then used in the 3D reconstruction framework that we
present in Chapter 6. Specifically, we show the the outcome of a collaboration with the
TUDo and with the DFKI. We show how the combination of the CoMEDE approach with
the TUDo OF outperforms the single estimations. This combination is therefore used
in the 3D reconstruction pipeline of the DFKI to achieve a dense and accurate objects
reconstruction. Numerical results show that comparable results with the state of the art
methods can be obtained.
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